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FOREWORD 
All  of the testing reported here was conducted in the Acoustic Research Tunnel at 
United Technologies Research Center. 
The authors wish to express their thanks for the support provided by the personnel 
of the United Technologies Research Center. R. W. Paterson, W. P. Patrick, and 
R. H. Schlinker were the UTRC personnel in charge of various portions of the acoustic 
testing. R.K. Amie t  provided the computerized analysis to correct for sound trans- 
mission through the shear layer in the Acoustic Research Tunnel. J.C. Bennett was 
responsible for hot wire anemometry measurements of the prop-fan model wakes. 
R. J. Haas was responsible for acquiring the shadowgraphs showing bow and trailing 
waves near the prop-fan blades. 
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SUMMARY 
Hamilton Standard under contract to NASA Lewis has completed an acoustic evaluation 
of three 62.2 cm (24.5 inch) diameter models of thc prop-fan, an advanced propeller 
concept appropriate for energy efficient transport aircraft designed to cruise at  0.7 to 
0.8 Mach number. Tests were conducted ;-.n the SR-2 model with unswept blades, the 
SH-1 model with a small amount of sweep at the blade tips, and the SR-3 model with a 
larger amount of sweep at the tip, The SR-2 model served as a reference for the other 
blades as it has unswept blades like conventional propellers. The SR-3 model was 
acoustically designed to produce lower noise than the SR-1 o r  SR-2 designs. This 
reduction was expected 1) as a result of the phase cancellation of noise produced by 
various spanwise locations on the blade resulting from sweep and 2)  as a result of sup- 
pression of non-linear noise sources which become important as the effective Mach 
number of the air flow over the blade airfoil approaches 1.0 (sweep reduces the effective 
Mach number of a blade). 
The objective of the program was to obtain the test data necessary to show the acous- 
tic benefits of blade sweep in the near field at cruise conditions and in the far field at  
takeoff and landing conditions. In the near field this was accomplished by establishing 
the correlation between model test results and the frequency domain noise prediction 
methodology developed by !&milton Standard and then predicting the full scale cruise 
levels. In obtaining test data for cruise noise evaluation, measurements were made 
at a 0.8 prop-fan diameters tip clearance, similar to the location expected for the fuse- 
lage of a prop-fan aircraft. However, the flight velocity was limited to 0.32 Mach 
number due to facility fan capacity. Therefore, the model was oversped to achieve an 
operating condition with a tip helical Mach number similar to the full scale cruise condi- 
tion. Also the propeller drive rig was limited in power so tests were conducted pri- 
marily with two and four blade configurations rather than eight blades as in the full 
scale design. A t  cruise the full scale prop-fan operates at 10,667m (35,000 ft) altitude 
so the ambient conditions differ from the sea level conditions of the test. 
In order to evaluate the far field noise at takeoff and landing conditions, tests were 
conducted at 0 . 2  Mach number flight speed and measurements were made at 4.9 
diameters from the prop-fan axis of rotation. 
Test results in both the near and far field show a gradually increasing noise level as 
tip helical Mach number and/or loading (horsepower) per blade is increased. The near 
and fa r  field levels of the acoustically designed SR-3 a re  approximately 10 dB less than 
those of the earlier SR-1 and SR-2 designs, at  loading conditions and tip relative Mach 
numbers approaching those of the prop-fan at  cruise. Except for subsonic blade operating 
conditions, the slightly swept SR-1 and unswept SR-2 designs produce essentially the same 
noise level. Subsonically, in the near field at lightly loaded conditions, some noise 
reduction is seen in the SR-1 design relative to the SR-2 design. The benefits of the 
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SR-3 design are most apparent at highly loaded conditions typical of the projected 
prop-fan operating condition. A t  lightly loaded conditions more like conventional pro- 
pellers in cruise the noise reduction benefits of SR-3 are about 5 dB in both the near 
and far field. 
Correlation of test with predicted noise levels shows good agreement at the peak direc- 
tivity point. Some lack of agreement was found aft of the plane of rotation which is be- 
lieved due to be a discrepancy in predicted tip loading at  the low through flow velocities 
characteristic of this test program. The comparison of measured and predicted acoustic 
pressure pulses generated by the blades shows good general agreement. The benefits 
of blade sweep can be seen in these comparisons. The SR-3 shows a reduction in 
integrated areas within the pressure pulse which causes a reduction in low frequency 
noise and a reduction in sharp leading edge spikes which is beneficial for reducing high 
frequency noise. The trailing edge spike which exists in both predicted and measured 
pulses is believed due to lack of sufficient sweep at the trailing edge of the blade. The 
predicted length of the acoustic pulses i s  less than measured. This discrepancy can 
cause a difference in predictions of the high frequency portions of the noise. 
Shadowgraph evaluations confirm the above pulse correlation results. The location of 
the aft wave generated by the blades appears well predicted. Bow waves are predicted 
to occur close to the leading edge of the blade. However, none were observed close to 
the blade. 
Hot wire anemometry measurements downstream of the blades established the feasi- 
bility of using such measurements as a diagnostic tool to evaluate the performance of air- 
foils at various spanwise locations on a prop-fan blade during actual test. The resolution 
of the measurements was sufficient to define the peak and width of the very narrow wake 
defect created by a thin prop-fan model blade operating at very high rotational Mach 
number. 
Predicted full scale prop-fan levels adjusted on the basis of correlations of measured 
and predicted model levels showed the SR-3 should produce 146 dB at blade passage 
frequency at the high power loading, high tip speed, 0.8 Mach number cruise condition. 
The overall near field level is estimated to be 3 dB above the blade passage frequency 
level on the basis of model test  data. At  takeoff, the level for a large four engine air-  
craft is estimated to be 91.5 EPNdB at a point 640 m (2 100 ft)  to the side of the 
aircraft. This estimate is based on scaling blade passage frequency levels from test 
data and adding the broadband noise predicted for full scale propellers. 
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS (Continued) 
Blade Radial Station 
D/2 
Rotations Per Minute 
Shaft Horsepower 
Shaft Horsepower Per Diameter (in Feet) Squared 
Sound Pressure Level (Decibels) 
Absolute Static Temperature = T T / ( ~  + 0.2 MX2) 
Absolute Total Temperature 
Blade Tip Rotational Velocity = - 
Corrected (For Tunnel Shear Layer Effects) Axial Microphone 
Position 
Measured (Actual) Axial Microphone Position 
Axial, Horizontal and Vertical Position Relative to Propeller Spinner Tip 
Blade Tip Sweep Angle = Angle Between Relative Velocity and 
Normal to 50% Swept Chord Line at Tip 
Frequency = One per  Propeller Revolution 
Frequency = Eight Per Propeller Revolution 
RPM . D 
60 
SI Units of measurement used throughout (U. S. Customary Units may be included in 
parentheses to enhance communication). 
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INTRODUCTION 
The occurrence of fuel shortages and increased fuel cost and the threat of future 
worsening conditions for air transportation caused NASA to sponsor studies of new air- 
craft and propulsion systems. One of the promising concepts established by these 
studies is the advanced high speed turboprop (prop-fan). This propulsion system differs 
from existing turboprops. The prop-fan has greater solidity than a turboprop, achieved 
by more blades of larger chord. Thc turboprop has straight blades with relatively thick 
airfoil sections; the proy-fan has swept back blades with thin airfoil sections to enhance 
performance and reduce noise. The turboprop cruises at no more than 0.65 Mach 
number; the prop-fan is designed to cruise at 0.7 to 0.8 Mach number. The diameter 
of the prop-fan is about 40 to 50% smaller than that of the turboprop. For maximum 
performance the prop-fan makes use of advanced core engines of the kind being used in 
modern turbofan engines. Performance is also enhanced by use of a spinner and 
nacelle aerodynamically contoured to reduce compressibility losses by retarding the 
high velocity flow through the root sections of the prop-fan blades. 
Utilizing predicted aerodynamic performance data, weight estimates, and noise pro- 
jections; several NASA sponsored studies by both engine ai!d airframe manufacturers 
have concluded that a fuel savings of approximately 20 to 404: depending on operatilg 
Mach number should be achieved by a prop-fan aircraft, as coilipared with a high bypass 
ratio turbofan aircraft. With these encouraging results, a research technology effort has 
been instituted to establish the design criteria for this new propulsion system. 
The objective of the work has been the development of prop-fan configurations with 
high efficiency and low noise. Propellers in the past that operated at  the transonic helical 
tip speeds of the prop-fan at cruise showed performance losses and high noise levels. 
High performance is required to reduce fuel consumption. Low noise is required to 
minimize the weight of the fuselage wall treatment used to reduce cabin noise to levels 
consistent with those found in turbofan aircraft. Also, low noise is required for a 
prop LI aircraft to meet the noise certification levels established to control noise 
around airports during takeoff and landing. 
In this report the rcsults of thc acoustic tests of the first three prop-fan model designs 
a r e  summarized. Measurements were obtained in an acoustically treated wind tunnel at 
conditions simulating high speed cruise as well as takeoff and landing conditions. 
Acoustic measurements were obtained in the near field as well as the far field at 
sufficient fore and aft locations necessary to define the directivity of the noise. This 
report summarizes the measurements and their correlation with predicted levels. Also 
the full scale levels of a prop-fan in the near field at cruise and in the far field at take- 
off and landing a r e  presented. In addition to noise measurements, shadowgraphs 
showing the location of bow and trailing waves and hot wire anemometry measurements 
of blade wakes were obtained at some conditions. 
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SECTION 2 
TEST PROGRAM 
Model Description 
Three prop-fan model blades, SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 (Figure 2-1) were used for 
acoustic testing. The SR-2 and SR-3 models were used for shadowgraph testing. The 
SR-2 model was used for the hot wire feasibility study. 
The SR-1 model incorporates the th in  airfoils and blade sweep inherent in the prop- 
fan concept. The SR-2 (straight blade) model was included in the program as a refer- 
ence for evaluating the effect of sweep in the tip sections. Except for the tip sweep and 
a blade root modification to accommodate an  area-ruled spinner, the SR-2 is essen- 
tially the same as SR-1. The SR-3 model blade was more highly swept with reduced 
tip chord to improve efficiency and reduce near field noise as compared to the earlier 
designs. 
All three blade models were designed to operate at 0.8 flight Mach number, 
10.667 km (35 000 ft) altitude, 243 m/s (SO0 ft/sec) tip speed and a cruise power load- 
ing of 302 kW/m2 (37.5 SHP/Dz where D is diameter i n  feet), The overall character- 
istics of these models are listed below: 
Blades 
SR-3 - SR-2 -SR-1 -
8 8 8 
Activity Factor/Blade (AF) 203 2 33 23 5 
In!egrated Design 
Lift Coefficient (C L ~ )  0.081 0.081 0.214 
Eiade Sweep ( A ) 23' O0 34 O 
NACA Airfoils 16 & 65 16 & 65/ 16 & 65/ 
Circular Arc Circular Arc 
The blade sweep is measured on the helix formed by the advancing blade. The aero- 
dynamic design philosophy and test results 3re described in detail in Reference 2-1 for 
the SR-1 model. The aerodynamic test results for SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 a r e  discussed 
in Reference 2-2. The aeroacoustic design of SR-3 is described in Reference 2-3. 
Test Model Geometry 
The small scale models used for this test have a nominal diameter of 0.62 m 
(24.5 in.) .  However, i t  should be noted that the diameter of the current variable pitch 
prop-fan models ~ t h  swept blades changes as the blade angle is varied. For example, 
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the diameter of the SR-3 model varies with blade angle as shown in Figure 2-2. The 
static or zero RPM curve shows that the diameter varies from 6 2 . 2  cm (24.5 in. ) at 
approximately the feather angle to a maximum of 64.8  cm (25.5 in. ) a t  nearly flat 
pitch. As shown in the plot, the diameter of the model SR-3 blades is further increased 
with tip speed as a result of centrifugal loads. The diameter of the SR-1 and SR-2 
models do not increase significantly at test conditions. 
The mechanism by which the diameter of the SR-3 model varies is shown schemat- 
ically in  Figure 2-3. The height, Y, of the tip airfoil center of gravity (CG) above a 
plane passing through the propeller axis of rotation and perpendicular to the pitch 
change axis is 31.12 cm (12.25 in. ). This k i g h t  is shown in both the side and front 
views. The top view looking from tip to hub shows the distance, Z, from the pitch 
change axis to the tip airfoil CG. The tip airfoil offset, A, is the perpendicular dis- 
tance from the projected tip chord line to the pitch change axis. This offset occurs 
because the SR-3 model was swept along the advance angle line rather than the extended 
chord line. These dimensions are constant for a given geometry. Finally, X is the 
projected distance from the section CG to the axis of rotation and varies with blade an- 
gle as a function of A and 2. Thus, the tip radius at any blade angle is given by 
R T ~  = (Y2 + X2). For the SR-3 model A and 2 are 0.64 cm (0.25 in. ) and 8.76 cm 
(3.45 in,), respectively. These values result in  the static diameter variation with 
blade angle shown i n  Figure 2-2. The static diameter variation of the SR-1 blade 
model can be calculated i n  a similar manner. 
At the blade angles and rotational speeds used in  the acoustic test program, the 
diameters of the models do not vary significantly. The actual model diameters, as 
used for analysis of test data are as follows: 
Model Actual Model Diameter -
SR- 1 
SR-2 0.622 m (24.5 inches) 
SR-3 0.648 m (25.5 inches) 
0.631 m (24.84 inches) 
The nominal diameter 0.622 m (24.5 in. ) was used as a normalizing reference for 
all set-up in the test program, such as microphone tip clearance and axial position, 
i. e. tip clearances for the near field microphones were 0 . 6  nominal diameter, 0 . 8  
nominal diameter and 1 .6  nominal diameter. 
Model Test  Confimrations 
The current prop-fan model is designed to operate i n  an eight-blade configuration. 
The eight-blade 10 667 m (35 000 ft) altitude cruise design power loading is 502 kW/m2 
(37.5 SHP/D2 where D is diameter in  feet), or  354 kW (475 SHP) for the 62.2 cm 
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(24.5 in. ) diameter model when operated at sea-level density. It was determined that 
simulation of the prop-fan cruise condition i n  the UTRC tunnel required 22 to 45 kW 
(30 to 60 SHP) per blade depending on tip helical Mach number. The UTRC Propeller 
Drive Rig (PDR) has an available povm input of 112 kW (150 SHP) at 12 000 RPM, 
which is not enough to simulate the eight-blade full scale loading. Thus, all three 
models (SR-1, SR-2, SR-3) were r u n  i i l  a two-blade configuration which required a 
maximum of 90 kW (120 SHP) to simulate full scale loading. Testing of all the models 
i n  a n  eight-blade configuration a t  lower blade loadings was performed for comparison 
in order to confirm the validity of using two-blade configurations for simulating eight- 
blade operation. In addition, the SR-3 model was run i n  a four-blade configuration. 
The SR-1 model hub was used for SR-1 model blade testing. The SR-2 model hub 
was used ior a portion of the SR-2 model blade testing. The SR-2 model hub with some 
modifications was used for the remaining SR-2 model and all of the SR-3 model blade 
testing. These modifications included the addition of a light-weight spinner and backing 
plate each with holes available for attachment of balance weights. Use of these two 
planes of balance holes aided the high speed dynamic balancing procedure. Also, mul- 
tiple blade angle locking pins similar to those used by NASA in  aerodynamic testing 
were used for high rotational speed (RPM) SR-2 and SR-3 model acoustic testing. 
Structural Design Analysis 
A structural design analysis of the SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 model hardware was per- 
formed in order to define the safe operating regime. This included a finite element 
analysis of blade stress, detailed analysis of barrel  lip and bolt steady s t resses  and 
calculations of the blade dynamic characteristics. It was found that the SR-1 model 
could be safely operated i n  both two and eight-blade configurations 13 335 m/s (1100 
FPS) tip speed (10 290 RPM). The SR-2 could be safely operated in  two and eight- 
blade configurations to 391 m/s (1283 FPS) tip speed (12 000 RPM). The safe operating 
regime of the SR-3 model in two, four and eight-blade configurations is bounded by the 
12  000 RPM speed limit, a steady blade stress limit, and zero power (windmill) Iimit. 
The minimum static blade angle allowed at 12 000 RPM is 27.5" (at the 3/4 radius), 
linearly decreasing to 22.0' at 11 300 RPM. Thus, the power and RPM conditions used 
for acoustic testing of SR-3 (see Test Procedure section) could be run safely. 
Calculations of the blade dynamic characteristics for all models show no blade 
critical speeds within the test speed range for the more important 1P and 2Y excitation 
orders. The higher order excitations were calculated to be small and to pose no stress 
problems. Vibratory strain monitoring durjng test verified this analysis. 
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Facility Description 
All acoustic and shadowgraph testing was conducted i n  the Acoustic Research Tun- 
nel (ART) at the United Technologies Research Center (UTRC) i n  East Hartford, 
Connecticut. A detailed description of this facility is given i n  Reference 2-4. The tun- 
nel, shown schematically i n  Figure 2-4 is an open-circuit open jet  design (Eiffel con- 
figuration). The inlet is provided with a high length-to-diameter ratio honeycomb sec- 
tion and a series of turbulence suppression screens. Inlet nozzles of 1.067 m (42 in. ) 
diameter and 1.168 m (46 in.) diameter were used for this test program. 
The open jet test section is surrounded by a sealed anechoic chamber 4 .9  m (16 ft)  
high, 5.5 m (18 ft) long (axial direction), and 6.7 m (22 f t )  wide. The interior walls of 
the chamber, shown i n  Figure 2-5 are lined with fiberglass wedges with a depth of 
0. S m (1 ft). The chamber has been found to be anechoic (Reference 2-4) for broadband 
noise over a 200 Hz to 20 kHz range of calibration frequencies. That is, the sound 
pressure followed a G dB decay curve per doubling of source-observer separation dis- 
tance within approximately 1/2 dB over this frequency range. 
The test  section airflow enters the diffuser by way of an acoustically treated col- 
lector ring which can be seen a t  the right of Figure 2-5. Initial facility tests (Reference 
2-4) identified a n  aca ishc  coupling between the inlet nozzle and the collector lip re- 
sulting in low frequency pulsati-ons at  high tunnel speeds. To suppress this noise tri- 
angular tabs, which can be seen on the nozzle a t  the left of Figure 2-5, were distributed 
around the nozzle periphery to disturb the azimuthal symmetry of the shear layer and 
prevent the generation of pulsations. Although the shear layer thickness is increased 
by the tabs, acoustic propagation through the shear layer is well predicted. This is 
discussed further in a later section. 
The diffusar operates unstalled and is thus not a major source of background 
noise. To prevent tunnel fan  noise from propagating upstream i n t o  the anechoic cham- 
ber a z-shaped muffling section with two right angle bends and parallel treated bp.ffles 
is located between the diffuser and the fan. This muffler section can be seen i n  the 
middle figure i n  Figure 2-4. The 1120 kW (1500 HP)  centrifugal fan, which drives the 
tunnel, exhausts to the atmosphere through a n  exhaust tower. 
Flow Capability 
The 1.067 m (42 in.) diameter tunnel inlet nozzle allows a maximum tunnel flow 
velocity of about 0.34 Mach number. The 1.168 m (46 in. ) diameter nozzle allows a 
maximum flow velocity of about 0.29 Mach number. Tunnel speed is determined from 
total pressure measurements at the inlet contraction upstream of the anechoic test 
section and static pressure measurements within the anechoic chamber. Since losses 
a r e  confined to the boundary layer, total pressure upstream and downstream of the 
contraction a r e  predicted a s  well as mrasured to be equal. The test section velocity 
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has been shown to be temporally steady. Due to the inlet honeycomb and turbulence 
screens the test section velocity is spatially uniform to within 0.3% with a controlled 
turbulence level of less  than 0.15%. 
The open jet  nature of the tunnel gives rise to a shear layer between the je t  poten- 
tial core and thc surrounding quiescent air in  the anechoic test section. The shear 
layer increases thickness with increasing rxial distance from the nozzle. For this 
test program the prop-fan was located totally within the potential flow so that there 
would be no interaction between the shear layer and the blade tips due to inward shear 
layer growth. The plane of rotation was located as far downstream of the nozzle as 
possible to allow the greatest angle of measurement forward of the prop-fan. This is 
illustrated in Figure 2-6. The optimum PDR location was defined as having the maxi- 
mum axial separation between the tunnel nozzle exit and the plane of rotation while the 
blade tips remain free of shear layer turbulence ingestaon. 
Hot Wire Anemometry Study of Tunnel Shear Layer 
A hot wire flow study was made to determine the extent of penetration of the open 
jet turbulent shear layer into the potential core of the tunnel test section and to thus 
find the optimum Propeller Dr ive  Rig (PDR) location. Three rig axial locations were 
investigated: 0.46, 0.61 and 0.91  m (1 .5,  2 and 3 ft) distance between the nozzle exit 
and the prop-fan plane of rotation. For each location hot wire traverses were made i n  
a radial direction both 76 mm (3 in.) upstream and downstream of the plane of rota- 
tion. During these traverses the tunnel was operated at 0.2 Mach number. The SR-2 
model proy-fan was operated in  an eight-blade configuration at  0.934 blade tip helical 
Mach number with a power loading of 94 kW (126 SHP). This high power point at low 
tunnel test speed was selected as the worst case from the standpoint of streamline 
contraction and possible shear layer ingestion. 
A 5.1 micron ( O . O O G 2  in. ) diameter tungsten hot wire with a measured frequency 
response of 17 kHz w a s  employed for the measurements. Both mean velocity and axial 
turbulence component data were obtained. A linearizer was used in the anemometer 
system to provide accurate measurement of turbulence intensities at the high levels 
encountered in  shear layers. The radial extent of ezch traverse was 38.1 cm (15 in. ). 
For measurements upstream of the prop-fan the traverse covered a range of 5 .1  to 
43.2 cm (2 to 17 in. from the prop-fan tip. For measurements downstream, the cor- 
resnonding range was 0 to 38.1. cm (0 to 15 in,). 
Figure 2-7 shows a typical plot of mean velocity versus prop-fan tip clearance. 
The traverse was conducted 7.6 cm (3 in. ) upstream of the prop-fan plane with the r ig  
at the 0 . 4  m (1.5 f t )  axial position. The mean velocity falls to 99% of its potential 
core value at  a radial distance of 7.9 cm ( 3 . 1  in. ) from the blade tip. This distance 
can be considered one measure of the clearance between the blade tip and the tunnel 
shear layer. 
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A secotid and morc sciisitivc m~’tisu1‘c of the shear layer-potential core interface 
is thc. onsct of intcr1iiittcnc.y. Intcrrilittency is dofined os the occurrence of alternating 
pcriods of luniiiiur :in({ tiirLulcwt llow in  the iiwt:inhncous vclocity signal at t i  fLwd locn- 
tion. It is causcd by large edciiw ut the intwfnctl of turbulcnt mid nontwbulent regions. 
lntcrmittcncy is re;idlly clcLt*r*tcbd by ObstlrviIX tho OSCillOS~opt? triicc of ;i hot wirc. 
llsiifi this tcvhniquc, interniittttncy w ~ i s  found to occur at  n r:iciial tiistuncc of 6.1 cm 
(2.4 in.) froiii the bl;tcic tip at the. tr:ivwsc position dt.scribcxl nbovc. Although the 
nicin velocity criterion imlicatcd ;I shear lnyer-tip cleiiranc*c~ of 7.9 ciii (3.1 in.), thc 
intcrmittcncy e-ritcrion indic:ittxi t i  clcarance of 6. 1 cm (2. 4 in. ). 
t 
A third nicasurc o f  shear layer position is the change in rnis pt‘rccwt turbulence 
ltwcl us :I probe is traversed from witNn the potential core into the. shuar layer. 
Figure 2 4  shows the results of ;I typical traverac conducted 7. ti cni (3 in. ) upstream 
of thc prop-fan phnc with thc 1W11 :it 0.46 in (1.5 ft) ~sid position. Turbulciiw level 
incrcwwd from 0. ST1 within thc potcwtial core (5. 1 em (2 in. ) tip c-lcm-:incc) to 1.35) a t  
a clctirunc-cb of 9. 1 cni (3. (i in. ). The high l c w t ~ l  (0. H‘:;,) in the frcestri~am is &.IC* to 
ncoustic cscitation by thc prop-faii. Applyin(: the cri twion thiit ;\ti inc*rc:isc of 0. 5?(! in 
Rirbulcnc-c. intensity iik4ines thc shear I i i y c ~  boundary, the tip c lcw~tncc for thc 0. 4(i ni 
(1. 5 ft.) 1 W X  position would be cstiniatcd to be 9.1 cni (3. ci in. ). 
Figurc. ?-!I sunini;irizcs thc rcsults of thc slitbar layer location study. Circles in-  
dicntc positions at  whii.h intc~rmittcwcy was obscrvcd. Sqiisrcx dctnotc- positions at  
which thc rnis pcrcwit tiirbultw-cb 1 t .vd  incrciiscd 0. 5‘:;. from potenti:il corc  values. 
This vritc.rioii could only bc applied for trtwcrscs conductrd 7 . 6  cni (3 in. ) upstream 
ef  thc 0. 46 and 0. t i l  ni (1. 5 :in11 2. 0 ft) 1WR positions. At tht. 0. 91 ni (3 ft) position 
thtt nic:isiirciiicwt at  t h t b  upstrc:ini mininiuiii clcarancc position of 5. 1 c m  (2 in. ) was 
oiitsidc the. potential corc :IS indicntcul by the intcrmittcncy in  thc l  hot wire signal. 
tr;ivwsc\s contluc ttd downstrcmii of thc prop, tlic turbu1twc.c. signal wtis contmiinatcd 
by ;i periodic. signnl wising froni thc bl:idc~ tip vortc~s .  
1:or 
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microphont. prcaniplifier (Item 3) via a preamplifier input adapter (Item 6). Compari- 
son of rms voltage at the preizmplifier (using Item 7) with the voltage at the tape rccord- 
er input (using Item 12) yielded the required cable corrcctions. The uncertainty in the 
cable calibration was t 0.85 dB. 
Prior to thc skirt of program testing all the microphones were calibrated using a 
vsriablc frcquc>ncty, electrostatic actuator to obtain open circuit sensitivity and fre- 
quency response. The microphones provided essentially flat response (k 0.2 dB) be- 
tween 500 1Ij: and 20 kHz. A sample calibration is shown i n  Figure 2-12. A piston- 
phone (Item 5) w:is cslibrnted with nn nccur:icy of t 0.2 dR. liegularly throughout the 
test, each microphone channel was Cali1- *ated by recording the pistonphone signal. In  
addition, beforc and after each test series, the pistonphone bignal was monitored for 
rnis level and sigml purity. The repeatability of the pistonphone calibration was 
: 0.25 dB. 
The tape recorder wds set up for FA1 intermediate bandwidth recording under the 
IRIC-B standard. Recording speed was 152.4 cm 'sec (60 IPS) giving 0-20 kHz fre- 
quency response. \'cry near field (within several chord lengths) data for the SR-2 niod- 
el was recordcd at 304. S cm sec (120 IPS) to give 0-40 kHz frequency response. The 
fourteen tape channtds were al1oc:rted as follows: t e n  data channels, two 1P pippers for 
prop-fan speect refcrence, time code and voice. Thus, the tllirtczn microphone chan- 
ricls w r c  rcxcordcd i n  hvo hventy second record passes for each test condition. The 
seven near field microphones were recorded twice and the si.; far field microphoncs 
wcrc recorded threc at a time. A 500 tiiV 450 llz sine wmc signal was recorded o n  all 
&ita channcls at the start of edch tipe as a refcrence level. White noise was recorded 
to establish a frequency calibration. The uncertainty i n  this calibration \ms within 
-i 0 . 5  dB. 
If a11 of the above levels of uncertainty arc combined as suggestcxi in Reference 
.> --a, .- the uncertainty in the sound pix'ssurc Icvcl (at an arbitrary frcqucncy between 
300 1Iz and 20 kltz) obtained from a spcctruni plotteti by thc spectrum nnalyzcr (Item 
14) is t 1.1 dI3. 
Shadowgraph Dntn Acquisition 
Thc shadowgrnph data acquisition system is shown in Figure 2-13. Two distinct 
light systcms \wrc used in this test. A high voltage spark gap point light source (Item 
17) w;w used to projcct ;in image of the prop-fan blade and its associated wave patterns 
on a screcn (Itcm IS) which \vas photographed using a remotely-controllcd camera 
(Item 19). 
behind i1 1 nim (0.040 in. ) pinhole to approsiniatc a point source of !ight. The flash of 
light projc>ctetf through the pin hole produced a shadowgraph with high rcsolution and a 
light intensify strong enough for the light-to-screen distincc required !or th i s  teat. 
The light source consisted of an air gap spark  placed i n  a casing directly 
A 1G k\' cltwtric discharge of very short duration (1,;2 CISCC) was remotely triggered 
into thc spark gsp from the control room. This was done using a variable time delay 
trigger unit (Itcm 20). To provide 3 range of precise viewing angles of the blade this 
unit wis synchronized to the prop-fan rotor using a once-per-revolution (1P) and sixty- 
per-revolution (WP) photoelectric pulse generator (Item 21) (pippa). The pipper pro- 
vided the refcrence input pulse to the trigger delay unit (Item 50) and the tiOP pipper 
pulse \\:is used to digitdly del:iy the output trigger pulse i n  increments of 6' of prop 
rot:\tion. 'The output pulse \vas nlso independently continuously variable within the 6' 
increments :ind could be :idjustcd for  n single trigger pulse or n repeated once-per- 
revolution trigger pulse. 
The blsdc position w s  calibrated statically using 6" increment position msrMngs 
on the hub aihc PDR. These positions could be monitored during test operation using 
the trigger dclav unit (in the repeated 1P trigger mode) and a senon strobe light (Item 
2 2 ) .  The strobe emittt.d :I short duration (12 psec)  flash with the prop-fan a t  some 
aiimuthsl position relative to thcl 1P pipper firing and appeared to "freeze" the pattern 
of position tniwkings on thc hub. The trigger de!ap was adjusted until the huh markings 
iiidic.ating the desired shadoivgraph test position could be seen i n  the viewing scope a t  
tlic- winciow. owc the initi:il trigger position wis set, a series of test positions 3t 6" 
incrcmc~nts c.ould bcx L w d y  set  using the digital delay to fire the shadowgraph spark 
light sourc-c when t l ic  dcsirctl azimuth position was obtained. 
The rc.f;cvAivc sc'rc'cn nititcrinl (Item 1s) \vas athched to a heilv_\. b o ~ r d  which WAS 
rigidly fiscd in the tcst ch:inibcr. The screen is highly reflective over a relative sniall 
acccptancc angle (< 5 ' )  and was thus oriented as close to normal as possible to the 
spnrl; line-of-sight ;ic*ross the. b1:ide. Iluc to the sinal1 reflection acceptance ;ingle and 
d s o  to :woid prirallns errors, the cwnera line-of-sight w m  coincident with that of the 
point light source within :i icb\v degrees. 
The caniera used for this t c 4  was a 35 mm Single L e n s  Rcfles with remote- 
controlled shutter and motorized film advance drive (Item 19). i\ 55 nim f/l.  2 lens 
focuscd on thc s c r c w ~  (at 3 distance o f  about 2.2 m) and ASA 400 film (TRI-S) were 
used. Test proccvlurc~ ffir each shadowgraph was as follows. The desired trigger 
delay w:is set. The cnincra shuttcr was opened in the darkened test chamber. Then 
the point light source \v:is triggcrcd for a single flash producing a shadowgraph image 
of the moving blade on the screen which \vas csptured on film. The caniera shuttcr 
was thcn closcd and thc film advanced to obtain additional shndowgraphs. 
31 c;i s u rc'iiic nt of Ope r ; ~  t i ng Co* idi tion 
Tunnc.1 Spccd R1c~:isurcmt~nt - Figure 2-11 shows the nrrangt3ment for mcnsuring the 
Acoustic 13csc:irch 'Tunnel spcwi. 'Test section total pressure !P-r) was ohtnined from a 
pitot probe (ltc'n~ 23) 1oc;itcd outsidc the wall boundary lave. In thc tunnel inlet downstre;im 
of the. 1 : t d  inlct sc rwn.  'The prcssurc was rend on n w;itcr tnnnomcter open to atmospheric 
prc~ssurc (It tm 35)  which w:ts lociteti in the Acoustic 1Iescxi:ch Tunnvl control room. With 
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scale divisions of 2.5 mm (0.1 in. ), the measurement uncertainty was less than f 2 . 5  
mm (k 0.1 in.) water. Test section static pressure (Ps) was obtained from static pres- 
sure probes (Item 27) located inside the sealed anechoic chamber in a region of negligible 
room recirculation velocity. Static pressure was obtained from a differential pressure 
gage (Item 26) in which one port was connected to the total pressure probe (Item 23) and 
one port connxted to a static pressure probe (Item 27). Prior to the start of testing the 
gage was  calibrated by a dead weight tester. The gage uncertainty is 2.5 mm (i 0.1 in. ) 
water. An independent measurement of test section pressure was obtained from a second 
static pressure probe connected to a water manometer with 0.1 in. scale divisions. At- 
mospheric pressure (PA) was obtained from a barometer (Item 29) with scale divisions 
of 0.1 mm Mercury. From measurement of PA, PA-PT and PT-Ps, tunnel pressure 
ratio (PT/Ps) was obtained. Tunnel Mach number follows from isentropic flow equa- 
tions. Applying the uncertainties of 2 . 5  mm (* 0. l in.) water for PA-PT, 2.5 mm 
(i 0.1 in.) water for PT-Ps and f 0.2 mm Mercury for PA, and using equation (?. . of 
Reference 2-5, the uncertainty i n  tunnel Mach number was 0.6% or less dependirE n 
tunnel speed. 
Tota! Temperature - Test section total temperature (TT) was obtained from a 
thermocouple (Item 24) located i n  the tunnel inlet. Temperature was read on a thermo- 
couple readout (Item 30) i n  the control room. The temperature system was calibrated 
using a Fisher Model 15-043A thermometer with l / lO°C scale divisions, 
Rotor RPM - Rotor RPbI was obtained from a once-per-revolution shaft signal gen- 
erated by a photo cell on the PDR (1P pipper) (Item 21) and a frequency counter (Item 
31). Prior to the start of testing the counter was calibrated. With r, counter resolution 
to 0.1 Hz, the uncertainty i n  rotor R P M  was f 6 RPM. 
Rotor Horsepower - Rotor horsepower was obtained from a measurement of shaft 
torque and rotor RPbI. The strain gage system mounted on the  rig shaft was calibrated 
prior to s tar t  of testing using a weight of 222.4 N (50 lbs) and a lever a rm of .305 m 
(1 ft). The estimated accuracy of this static torque calibration is 2%. 
Blade Vibratory Strain - - Strain gages for the measurement of the blade bending a t  
two locations, and blade torsion a t  one location were bonded to one SR-1, SR-2 and 
SR-3 model blade a s  shown i n  Figures 2-15, 2-16 and 2-17, respectively. The strain 
gages were wired into four-arm Wheatstone bridges a t  a hub-mounted terminal board. 
From there, wires passed through the rig drive and motor shafts to an aft-mounted 
slip ring assembly which provided the rotating/stationary electrical interface. 
Strain gage excitation, signal conditioning and signal amplification were provided 
by a UTRC electronic system. The amplified strain signals were displayed on a four- 
beam oscilloscope i n  the rig control room. A once-per-revolution pulse signal was 
simultaneously displayed on the oscilloscope as a n  aid i n  determining blade mode 
shapes. The "as-installed" gage factor of the strain gages was estimated to be accu- 
rate to within 1-1/247,. 
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Rotor Balanciw - In addition to measuring required test parameters, measure- 
ments of rotor dynamic unbalance were made. Accelerometers (Item 32) were fixed on 
the rig housing above two of the rotor shaft bearings. The peak vibration amplitude 
and phase relative to the 1P pipper for both locations was read on a digital phase meter 
(Item 33). This information, for the initial test run of a model configuration and for 
runs with trial weights of known size and location i n  each of the two balance planes, was 
used i n  a two-plane dynamic balance procedure. This procedure was  stored in  a pro- 
grammable calculator (Item 34) for on-site determination of the resultant balance 
weights needed for high rotationd speed (RPM) operation. 
Test  Procedure 
Acoustic Test  Configurations and Conditions 
Near Field and Far Field Tests - The acoustic test configuration is shown i n  
Figure 2-18. Acoustic data were obtained at locations along lines parallel to the axis 
of the tunnel (also the axis of prop-fan rotation) at  four distances. A moveable line 
array of seven near field microphones was  placed parallel to the prop-fan axis of rota- 
tion a t  a tip clearance of 0. X and 1. G prop-fan diameters (nominally 62.2 cm (24.5 in.)) 
for SH-1 model testing. The near field microphones were  at 0. G and 0. S diameter (D) 
tip clearance for SR-2 and SR-3 model testing. The microphones were placed axially 
i n  the plane of rotation and symmetrically fore and aft of the plane of rotation at 
t 0.23 D, t 0 . 5  D and f 1.0 D (see also Figure 2-5). Fixed far field microphones re- 
maincd nt '70, 80, 90, 100, 110 and 120' relative to the axis of rotation and 3.05 m 
(10 ft) from the tunnel centerline for SR-1 model testing. This corresponds to a 4.4 D 
tip clearance. The far field microphones were i n  the G O ,  70, SO, 90, 100 and 110' po- 
sitions for SR-2 and SR-3 model testing. By convention, the 0' position is assumed to 
be on the asis of rotation upstream of the prop-fan and the 90" position is i n  the prop- 
f an  plane of rotation. 
To meet test objectives acoustic measurements were made for a variety of test 
conditions. A test condition is defined as one (1) blade angle (measured at  the refer- 
ence station), otic (1) iwar field microphone array location, one (1) tunnel Mach number 
and one (1) modcl test configuration. The acoustic test conditions were allocated be- 
tween the three blade models, SR-l,  SR-2 and SR-3 i n  both two-blade and eight-blade 
configurations. The SR-3 model was also tested i n  a four-blade configuration. Al l  the 
models were tested at  both 0.20  and 0 .32  tunnel Mach number. 
performed at 0.1 tuntirl Much number. The test conditions for all the models form a 
distribution of tip speeds and blade power loadings which simulate takeoff, landing and 
cruise opcration. Test conditions for which acoustic measurements were made at  the 
0. S Il (nominal) tip clearancc ncar field microphonc array location were generally rc- 
pcntcd for the romplimentary microphone array location (1. G D for SR-1, and 0. (i D 
for SR-2, SR-3). Thc power loading per blade vs. blade tip helical Mach number for 
Limited testing was 
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test conditions with two-blade and four-blade configurations and 0.8 D tip clearance 
are shown in Figure 2-19. Blade loading conditions ranged from 1 . 5  to 46 .6  kW (2 to 
62.5 SHP) per blade at blade tip helical Mach numbers ranging from 0.591 to 1.235. 
Test conditions with eight-blade configurations and 0.8 D tip clearance are shown i n  
Figure 2-20. Blade loading conditions ranged from 3.6  to 14.9 kW (4.9 to 20.0 SHP) 
per blade at 0.592 to 1.150 tip helical Mach number. Shown next to the symbols indi- 
cating blade model type are test run numbers. These are useful for cross  reference 
of operating conditions i n  data analysis. 
Background Noise - An investigation of the background noise in  the tunnel was con- 
ducted with the tunnel, the PDR and all instrumentation i n  operation. A dummy hub 
without blades was installed for this test. Measurements were obtained at the 0 . 6  D 
and 0 . 8  D (nominal) tip clearance near field microphone locations and at the far field 
microphone locations. Two tunnel speeds, 0.20  and 0.32 Mach number, and three rig 
rotational speeds, 8, 10  and 12 krpm were tested. Measurements at a complete range 
of attenuator/amplifier rettings were obtained as well. 
Boundary Layer Trip - Acoustic measurements at 0 . 8  D near field and far field loca- 
tions were made with a 5 1  mm (0.002 in. ) diameter boundary layer t r ip  wire attached to 
the camber side of the unstrain-gaged blade of the SR-2 model in a two-blade configura- 
tion. The wire was at the 5% chord position to cause transition of the normally laminar 
boundary layer. The wire size was chosen using the Braslow Method (Reference 2-6) for 
determining the critical t r ip  height for boundary layer transition. The wire as installed 
on the blade and the conditions tested are shown on Figure 2-21. Immediately after the 
boundary layer trip test, the tr ip wire was removed acd acoustic testing with clean 
blades was conducted. Atmospheric conditions were the same and thus a valid com- 
parison between the tripped and untripped conditions could be made. 
Very Near Field Microphone Traverse - Detailed very near field acoustic mea- 
surements were made for the SR-2 model in  a two-blade configuration. The PDR was 
located such that the prop-fan plane of rotation was 46 cm (18 in.) downstream of the 
nozzle exit to maximize the clearance between the blade tips and the inner boundary of 
shear layer turbulence. Measurements at three operating conditions were obtained at 
transonic tip speeds ant! at low to high loading as shown in Figure 2-19. A 3 mm (1/8 
in.) diameter microphone was  mounted on a traverse mechanism which allowed move- 
ment normal to the prop-fan axis i n  the plane of rotation as shown i n  Figure 2-22. 
Measurements a t  ten radial positions were obtained, with distances between the blade 
tip and the microphone diaphragm as listed below. 
1 . 9  cm (0 .75  in . )  
2 . 5  cm (1 .0  in.) 
3 . 8  cm (1 .5  in. ) 
5 .1  cm (2.0 in.) 
7. 6 cm (3.0 in . )  
12 .7  cm (5.0 in.) 
20.3  cm (8 .0  in.) 
27.9  cm (11.0 in.) 
37.3 cm (14.7 in., 0.6  D) 
49 .8  cm (19.6 in., 0.8  D) 
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On-line oscilloscope photographs of the acoustic pressure pulse t races  were taken 
i n  addition to tape recorded measurements made at the above discrete microphone lo- 
cations. At the highest tip speed and loading condition, a continuous traverse of the 
microphone from the 1 . 9  cm (0.75 in. ) position to the 37.3 cm (14.7 in., 0 . 6  D) posi- 
tion was done at a uniform traverse rate of 20.3 cm/min (8.0 in. /min). A tape record 
of this traverse was made, 
Within-Flow hlicrophones for SR-3 Model Testing - Limited acoustic measure- 
mcntrof the SR-3 model i n  a four-blade configuration were made at three fixed mirxo- 
phone locations within the tunnel stream potential core, as shown in Figure 2-23. ‘She 
1.168 m (46 in. ) diameter nozzle was used for this test with the PDR mounted 3 . 8  cm 
(1 .5  in. ) off center and 46 cm (18 in.) downstream of the nozzle exit. The prop-fan 
and microphones were located within the inner boundary of shear layer turbulence as 
defined by the intermittency criterion. The three 3 mm (1/8 in.) diameter microphones 
were mounted such that they did not mutually interact in  the flow. Their common ra- 
dial location was 5 . 1  cm (2 .0  in. ) outboard of the blade tips and they were axially lo- 
cated in  the prop-fan plane of rotation at the prop-fan tip, 0.5 D (nominal 62.2  cm) up- 
stream and 0 . 5  D downstream, respectively. Also, measurements were made in the 
plane of rotation at 1 . 6  D clearance. Data was taken for three transonic operating con- 
ditions at moderate to high blade loading as shown in Figure 2-19. 
Shadowgraph Test Configurations and Conditions 
The general shadowgraph test  configuration is shown i n  Figure 2-24. Looking up- 
stream while on the axis of rotation of the prop, the camera and point light source are 
on the left and the screen is on the right, and the prop-fan rotates counterclockwise. 
Thus, because of blade twist, the blade planform shadow is viewed by directing the line 
of sight under the hub. The edge is viewed from this viewing position by directing the 
l ine of sight over the hub. The camera line of sight and light source line of sight 
across the blade were coincident within a few degrees. The position of the point light 
source relative to the spinner tip and screen a re  given in Figure 2-24 for the three con- 
figurations tested. They were the SR-2 two-blade and SR-3 four-blade planform tests 
and the SR-3 four-blade edgewise test. 
Four views of the test se t  up a r e  shown i n  Figure 2-25. Figure 2-25A shows a 
close-up of the point light source and camera. Figure 2-25B displays the set-up for 
plan-view shadowgraphs and the edgeview testing set-up is seen i n  Figure 2-25C. A 
simulation showirg how planform and edgewise views are obtained is shown i n  Figure 
2-25D. The operating conditions for the test are shown i n  Figure 2-19. 
The shadowgraph system was triggered by a dual pipper system. The prop-fan az- 
imuth zero reference was  an arbitrary position at which the 1P pipper fired. There 
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was also a 60Y pippcr input which allowed the choice of discrete 6' intervals in  azimuth. 
Prop-fan azimuth positions are numbered in  these 6' intervals relative to the 1P zero 
reference. Table 2-11 gives a list of measurements from the point light source to the 
blade leading and trailing edges at the reference station for the prop-fan azimuth posi- 
tions photographed. The absolute location of the photographed blade in  the zero posi- 
tion for the two models is also given. 
Since the blade is twisted, there is only one radial location at which the blade chord 
is normal to the l ine of sight for a given azimuth position. For another azimuth position 
the blade chord will be normal to the line of sight at a different radial location. In order  
to avoid parallax e r ro r s  i n  reducing the data, it is necessary to know the radial location 
on the blade at which the blade chord is normal to the line of sight for each azimuth po- 
sition tested. Using the measurements given in  Table I1 aud knowledge of the blade 
twist distribution, the radial location at which the blade chord is normal to the line of 
sight can be calculated for each azimuth position. For the SR-3 model blade, this ra- 
dial location was measured for four azimuth positions. The location on the blade which 
was normal to the line of sight is given as radial distance from the trailing edge of the 
most inboard station of the blade as follows: 
Azimuth Position Blade Normal 
0 O3 2 .2  cm (0.85 inches) 
G 3 6 O  2.3 cm (0.90 inches) 
10 GO 6 . 2  cm (2.45 inches) 
15 90 15.7 cm (6 .2  inches) (Reference Station) 
For the SR-2 model blade, the blade chord was normal to the line of sight at the 
reference station with the model i n  the Number 10, o r  60' azimuth position. 
Data Reduction 
Acoustic Test Data 
The acoustic data were reduced i n  three forms, narrow band spectral plots, one- 
third octave band spectral plots, and oscilloscope trace photographs of acoustic pres- 
sure  pulse waveforms. The spectra were produced using the set-up diagrammed in 
Figure 2-26. This five part  system consists of the following equipment with associated 
accuracies : 
1. 1" FM tape playback system 
- Amplitude: f 0.5 dB 
- Frequency: rt 0.2% 
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2. Amplifier (System corrector) 
- Amplitude: f 0.1% of full scale 
- Frequency: Essentially flat response 
3. 1//3 octave band analyzer (with self-contained plotter) 
- Amplitude linearity: i 1 db 
- Filter center frequency: f 2% 
-4. Narrowband (60 Ilz bandwidth) analyzer 
- Amplitude linearity: ~t 0.25% of full scale 
or: 5 0 . 5  dB whichever is greater 
- Frequewy linearity: * 0.2% of !ill scale 
5 .  X-Y plotter 
- X, Y linearity: 0.2% of full scale 
The system for  1/3 octave band data reduction includes items 1, 2, and 3 above. It 
has a total uncertainty of rt 1.1 dB amplitude and f 2% center frequency. The system for 
narrowband data reduction includes items 1, 2, 4 and 5. It has a total uncertainty of i 1 
dB amplitude and + l[;i. frequency. When these playback accuracies a r e  combined with thc 
record accuracy of + 1.1 dB, it is seen that the total uncertainty for data acquisition and 
reduction is i 1.5 dB on a root-sum-squared basis. 
In conjunction with the calibration of the data acquisition system, a test tape was 
made at  the test facility and played back a t  the data reduction facility. A known pure 
tone signal input was applied at the nniplificr./attenuator for each data channel and 
evaluated over a frequency range of 250 Hz to 20 kHz. Upon playback the signal level 
was measured. The variation in l ~ \ ~ c l  between the recorded signal and that played back 
was within i 0 . 7  dB x r o s s  the entire frequency range. The uncertainty of each com- 
ponent (amplifier, tape rc>c.ord and tape playback) is i 0. ti dB. The test tape uncer- 
tainty is -f- 0 . 9  dB as  calculatctl on a root-sum-squared basis. Thus, Uncertainty in 
actual practice is less than that calculated. 
Acoustic pressure pulsc waveforms were made by photographing several oscillo- 
scope sweeps of the data signal olitaincd during tapc playback through items 1 and 2 
above. Additionally, signal enhanced pressure pulse wavcforms were made of the 
SR-2 model data obtained (luring t h r x  boundary layer trip test. These were processed 
through a Saicor SAI-4SA in the signal enhance mode to derive 400 line waveforms of 
the coherent portion of the acoustic pressure pulse. 
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All of the data obtained during the program were reduced on a narrowband basis. 
The frequency range covered was 0 to 20 kHz on a linear frequency scale for most of 
the data. This frequency range gives a n  effective filter bandwidth (half power) of 60 Hz. 
A limited number of SR-1 model test runs obtained in  an earlier test series were ana- 
lyzed for a fraquency range of 0 to 10 kHz on a linear scale giving an effective filter 
bandwidth (half power) of 30 Hz. The very near field SR-2 model test runs were re- 
corded a t  305 cm/sec (120 IPS) tape speed. When played back at 152 cm/sec (60 IPS) 
tape speed and spectrum analyzed from 0 to 20 kHz the actual range of analysis for 
this data became 0 to 40 kHz with a n  effective filter bandwidth of 120 kHz. 
One-third octave band plots were made for all far field data taken on test runs for 
which the near field microphone was located at 0.8 D (nominal) tip clearance. The 
range of analysis included all standard bands with center frequencies from 25 Hz to 
20 kHz. Also, A-weighted and linear overall levels were obtained. 
Oscilloscope trace photographs of the acoustic pressure pulse waveforms were 
made for selected test runs. In these traces, time moves from left to right and posi- 
tive acoustic pressure is toward the top of the photograph. The total time covered by 
each trace is equal to one period of revolution of the model prop-fan, and thus changes 
with test condition. 
- Shadowgraph Test Data 
Data reduction of the shadowgraph pictures was straight forward. The view is nor- 
mal to the blade chord a t  one radial position on the blade. The locations of the bow and 
trailing waves can be accurately located relative to the blade leading and trailing edges 
by scaling distances i n  t1.q photographs and normalizing by the local blade chord. 
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Table 2-1, Instrumentation data 
Manufacturers 
Designation 
Item 
Number 
1A 
1B 
2A 
2B 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
Item - Manufaoturer - Location 
A. C. 
A. C. 
A. C. 
A. C. 
A. C. 
A. C. 
A. C. 
A. C. 
A. C. 
C. R. 
C. R. 
C. R. 
C. R. 
C. R. 
C. R. 
C. R. 
C. R. 
C. R. 
A. C. 
A. C. 
A. C. 
C. R. 
A. C. 
A. C. 
Tunnel 
Inlet 
Tunnel 
Inlet 
C. R. 
C. R. 
A. C. 
Bruel a.id Kjaer Microphone Cartridge 
Microphone Cartridge 
Adaptor 
Adaptor 
Microphone Pream- 
plifier 
Power Supply 
Pistonphone 
Adaptor 
RMS Meter 
Amplifier /Attenuator 
Signal Generator 
White Noise Source 
Oscilloscope 
RMS Meter 
Tape Recorder 
Spectrum Analyzer 
X-Y Plotter 
Oscilloscope 
Spark Gap Point 
Light Source 
Projection Screen 
Camera W/Motor a 
Film Drive 
Variable Time Delay 
Trigger Unit  
1P and 60P Pipper 
Xenon Strobe Light 
(6mm) 
(3 mm) 
4136 
Bruel and Kjaer 4138 
Bruel and Kjaer 
Bruel and Kjaer 
UA0035 
UA0036 
Bruel and Kjaer 
Bruel and Kjeer 
Bruel and Kjaer 
Bruel and Kjaer 
Hewlett Packard 
UTRC 
Hewlett Packard 
Scott 
Tektronix 
Bruel and Kjaer 
Hone ywell 
Spectral Dynamics 
Hewlett Packard 
Tektronix 
EG&G 
2619 
2801 
4220 
55261 5 
400D 
3311A 
RM31A 
2113 
Model 96 
SD301C/302C 
7035B 
54 5A 
Microflash 
-- 
811-A 
3M 
Niko n 
Scotchlite 
F2 
UTRC 
UTRC 
General Radio 
-- 
1540 
Str obolume -- Pitot Probe UTRC 
Ther mocmple Project Inc. Ch-A1 
Manometer 
Differential Pres- 
sure  Gage 
Static Pressure 
Probes 
UTRC 
Wallace Tier nan 
-- 
62B-4C-0120 
UTRC 
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'l'able 2-1. (Continued) 
Item 
Number 
23 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Thermocouple 
Barometer 
Thermocouple Read- 
Frequency Counter 
Accelerometer 
W ,/Amplifier 
Phase Meter 
Programmable 
Calculator 
out 
Manufacturers 
Manufacturer Designation Location 
Project I nc. 
Sargent Walch 
ERC 
Systron Dormer 
Columbia 
E ndevco 
Spectral Dynamics 
Hewlett Packard 
Ch-A1 C. R, 
1215 C. R. 
T/C Type K C. R. 
6202 C. R. 
9 02 A. C. 
Mal-a-Gain A. C. 
SF-119B C. R. 
HP-97 C. R. 
A. C. denotes Anechoic Chamber 
C. R. denotes Control Room 
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Table 2-ll, Shadowgraph planform tests. Distance from point 
light source to blade edge 8 reference station 
Azimuth Edge Edge Azimuth Edge Edge 
Position cm (in) cm (in) Position cm (in) cm (in) 
Zero 
1 
> .. 
3 
4 
S 
G 
7 
a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17  
18 
19 
20 
21  
OC 
6'  
12" 
18= 
24 
30 ' 
36' 
42 ' 
48> 
54: 
60' 
66 ' 
72 ' 
78 
a-1: 
93 
96' 
102 
1.08 
114' 
120 
126' 
112.6 
114.3 
115.6 
117.2 
118.3 
119.4 
120.5 
122.2 
122. G 
l23.2 
123.8 
124.3 
124. G 
121. G 
124.6 
124.5 
124.1 
123.7 
123.0 
121.9 
121.3 
14  5'16 
45 
45 1 '2 
46 1 '8 
4 G  9 ' l G  
-17 
47 7. 16 
4 8 1  a 
46 1 ,.I 
48 1 /2 
48 3 '4 
49 15/16 
49 1 16 
49 1 16 
4 9 1  lti 
39 
4s 7 '8 
4 3  11 16 
4s 7 16 
4s 
47 3,'4 
110.5 
111.9 
113.3 
114.9 
116.5 
118.0 
119.4 
121.0 
121.9 
123.2 
124.1 
124.6 
125.3 
125.9 
127.0 
127.2 
127.3 
127.0 
126. Y 
126.5 
126.0 
43 1'2 
44 1/16 
44 5/8 
45 1/4 
45 718 
46 7 '16 
47 
47 5 / 8  
4a 
4a i '2 
48 7'8 
49 1 ' 1 6  
4 9 5  16 
49 9,lG 
50 
50 1 ' 1 6  
50 i j a  
50 
49 15 '16 
49 13 '16 
49.5 a 
Zero 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
L (I 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
0" 109.9 43 1/1 
6' 111.3 43 13/16 
12" 113.2 44 9/16 
l a "  114.6 45 1:s 
24" 116.4 45 13 16 
30" 118.1 4G 1 2 
36" 120.0 47 1'3 
42" 121.8 47 15.'16 
48' 123.5 -18 518 
so 124.8 -19 i,'a 
60' 126.4 19  3,'4 
56" 127.6 50 1'4 
72' 128 7 50 11/16 
78- 129.7 51 1/16 
84' 130.5 51 3;8 
90' 131.3 51 11'16 
SR-2 Blade 2 -  past downward vertical in direction of rotation for zero position. 
SR-3 Blade 4' past downward vertical in direction of rotation for zero position. 
107.6 
108.6 
111.0 
111.4 
113.5 
114.9 
117.0 
119.1 
120.7 
122.2 
124.0 
125.7 
127.3 
128.7 
130.0 
131.3 
42 3/a 
42 314 
43 11.'16 
43 7!a 
44 11,'16 
45 1/4 
46 1/16 
46 7 / 8  
47 112 
48 lit3 
48 13/16 
49 1.'2 
50 i . / a  
50 11 '16 
51 3 '16 
51 11 '16 
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A- 14.6% 
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FIGURE 2-8. AXIAL TURBULENCE COMPONENT TRAVERSE 
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FIGURE 2-9. SHEAR LAYER STUDY SUMMARY 
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FIGURE 2-10. UTRC 1 1  2 KW ( 1  50 HP) DRIVE 
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FIGURE 2-1 2. MICROPHONE FREQUENCY RESPONSE BY ELECTROSTATIC ACTUATOR METHOD 
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HONEYCOMB 
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I I '  " I 
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FIGURE 2-14. UTRC ACOUSTIC RESEARCH TUNrJEL SPEED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
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FIGURE 2-1 5. SR-1 BLADE STRAIN 
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FIGURE 2-1 6. SR-2 BLADE STRAIN 
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112 K W  (150  HP) 
ELECT. MOTOR 
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FIGURE 2-1 8. PROP-FAN ACOUSTIC TEST MICROPHONE LOCATIONS PLAN VIEW 
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FIGURE 2-19. PROP-FAN ACOUSTIC TEST CONDITIONS WITH TWO OR 
FOUR BLADES INSTALLED 
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FIGURE 2-20. PROP-FAN ACOUSTIC: TEST CONDITIONS WITH EIGHT BLADES INSTALLED 
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SECTION 3 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Analysis of Test Data 
Background Noise 
The background noise in the Acoustic Research Tunnel was measured during opera- 
tion of the tunnel, all instrumentation and the PDR using a dummy hub without blades. 
Typical narrow band background noise sound Fressure  level spectra are shown in 
Figure 3-1. The top spectrum represents data taken at a microphone location corres-  
ponding tci the prop-fan plane of rotation at 0.8 D (nominal) tip clearance during model 
acoustic testing. Note that the low frequency flow noise drops below 100 d 6  (re: 20pPa) 
at frequencies grea te r  than 200 Hz. In the frequeacy range of the f i rs t  few blade pass- 
age harmonics of a two-blade model (<ZOO0 Hz)  the ambient noise level i s  on the order  
of 90 dB. At higher frequencies it drops even lower. The level of background noise is 
sufficiently below harmonic tone and broadband levels that it does not influence analysis 
of the prop-fai. model acoustic data. A sound pressure level spectrum of bac!<ground 
noise at the far field position in the plane of rotation is shown in Figure 3-1B. 
Shczr Layer Effects 
Calculation of Corrections for Shear Layer Refraction - The tes t  facility which was 
used for  this investigation is an open jet wind tunnel. Thus, there is a shear  layer which 
appears betw*.en the tunnel jet freestream and the quiescent air i n  the anechoic chamber. 
An acoustic wave propagating from the moving s t ream to  the still a i r  will be refracted 
to a degree that dt.pends upon both the speed of the tunnel jet and the location of the 
source. This will a l ter  the sound levels and directivitics measured in the chamber from 
those that would be measired in the absence of a shear layer. Thus, there is a need to 
correct  the mrasured data for  shear  layer effects, A theoretical methodology which 
calculates the change in acoustic propagation direction and sound level due to sheai. 
layer refraction was developed and experimeqtally verified by Schlirker and Amiet 
(Refereme 3- 1 j.
The methodology has the capability for analyzing propagation from an acous! ic  point 
source located arbitrari ly within a cylindrical thin shear  layer. The geometry of shear  
layer refraction, exaggerated for clarity, i s  shown in Figurc 3-2. The corrcction 
method calculates the acoustic ray path and provides the correction to the sound pres-  
sure  level at the microphone position. The corrected level is derived from the ratio 
of path lengths of the actual refractcd ray and the calculated ray which wo~!ld occur were 
there  no shear  layer, for l isteners at constant sideline distance. The sound icvel is 
then corrected by G dB per  doubling of distance. The corrected position of the micro- 
phone as though therc wcre no propagation through the shear  layer i s  also calculatcd. 
0-1 
The corrections are independent of source frequency. Since reflections are insignificant 
it i s  assumed that all of the acoustic energy ibcident on the shear layer is transmitted. 
Since the prop-fan is  not a point source of sound, the shear layer correction method was 
used to evaluate the effect of source location on the corrected level and corrected 
position. The diameter of the thin cylindrical shear layer was assumed equal to the 
nozzle diameter in the exit plane, 1.067 m (42 in.). This was shown to be -lalid in 
Reference 3-1. The results of this study are shown in Figures 3-3 to 3-7. 
Figure 3-3 shows the correction to measured sound pressure levels required to ac- 
count for shezr layer effects as a function of axial listener position X, ncrmalized by the 
nominal prop-fan diameter 62.2 cm (24.5 in. ), for the near field microphone locations 
at 0.8 di::xlil.ter blade tip clearance. This is shown for point sources located in several  
positions vithin the shear layer. The5e include a point source on the tunnel axis in the 
prop-fan plane of rotation and sources in  locations corresponding to the blade tip loca- 
tion at various aximuth positions as defined in Figure 3-2. The tunnel flow speed is 
0.32 Mach number. The level correction required for a microphone near the plane of 
rotation is small regardless of source position. At  the microphone locatim furthest up 
o r  dor\ nstream, the level correction varies significantly with source position. The !..vel 
correction for a source on the tunnel axis lies between the extremes posed by blade tip 
sources at the 0 and 180' azimuth positions. The on-axis correction is also nearly 
equal to that for a blade tip source at 90" azimuth. Thus, the level corredion for a 
source on-mis can be considered a good approximation to the mean given an arbitrary 
source. Similar behavior with somewhat less variation at the extremes can be seen for 
far field listener positions (4.4 D tip clearance) in Figure 3-4, also for 0.32 Mach 
number flow. 
The corrected listener 2osition at  constant sideline distance, versus the measured 
(microphone) position is shown in Figure 3-5 for the near field microphone locations, 
0.313 Mach number flow and a variety c?f source positions. The corrected position is 
the  position of the microphone as though there were no shear layer refraction. The 
corresponding relation for far field listener positions is shown in Figure 3-6. Note 
first  that the corrected microphone position i s  always downstream of the actual position. 
Thus, the directivity pattern measured must be shifted downstream. As before, the 
positicn correction for a scurce on-axis is a good mean to the corrections for extreme 
source locations. However, unlike the corrections for sound level, the position correc- 
tion is relatively insensitive to source location, particularly in the far field. 
Since the distribution of acoustic sources within the prop disk is notknown, a repre- 
sentative source location must be chosen to establish the shear layer corrections to 
measured level and positicn to be used for data analysis. The corrections for the 
on-axis source were shown to be good mean approximations to corrections for an 
arbitrary source on the prop-fan disk. Thus, these will be used for this study. The 
corrections for microphone locations are listed ii; Table 3-1. The level correction in 
3-2 
dB is directly added to the measured level to arrive at the corrected level at  the actual 
microphone location. The corrected microphone axial position a t  constant sideline 
distance is given normalized by i>rop-fm diameter. The corrections are  given for  
0.32 and 0.20 Mach number flow. Note that less correction is required at lower Mach 
number. It can be shown (Reference 3-1) that below 0.1 Mach number, corrections for 
shear Izyer effects become insignificant. 
The use of a single correction factor for sound from a distributed source like the 
prop-fan intrcduces thrt possibility of some e r r o r  in data reduction. As shown before in 
Figures 3-3 and 3-1, the level and position corrections vary most widely at the furthest 
fore and aft niicrophone locations. The variation in level correction with microphone 
location is  shown in Figure 3-7 as an uncertainty band for data reduced using the correc- 
tion f a r  an on-asis source. This shows that the shear layer level correction for the f a r  
field microphones is generailp accurate within + 1 dB. Greater variation is possible 
for the near field microphones in the extreme positions. For a'l microphones near the 
plane of rotation the uncertainty is small. The variation in microphone position cor- 
rection with source location is shown in Figures 3-5 and 3-6. It is insignificant except 
at  the most c\strcme microphone positions, where the uncertainty in ray path direction 
is still less  than 10'. and is neglected here. 
Effect of Propagation Through Shear Layer on Acoustic Signals - The character of the 
acoustic signal of the prop-fan, as defined by waveform shape and spectrum sl.-pe, i s  
unaffectcd by propagatinn through the tunnel shear layer. Any differences between 
signals obtained inside and outside of the shear layer for a particular test condition can 
be shown to be attributable to distance alone. Sound pressure level spectra of acoustic 
signals measured inside and outside the shear layer are compared in Figures 3-8, 3-9 
and 3-10. The linear frcqucncy range is 0 to -10 kHz. Data a r e  shown for SR-2 kvo- 
blade model testing at l! subsonic tip spced with low blade power loading, 2) transonic 
tip speed with moderate power, and 3)  high tip speed at high power, resvxtively. The 
measurements were made in thc plane of rotation at 5.1 cm (2 in. ) and -15. S cm 
(13.6 in. ) (0. S D) tip clearances. The spectrum peaks represent harmonics of the 
blade passagc! tone with frequencies given by: 
RPBI s Number of Blades 
G O  
s harmonic number. 
It is important to note that, although the level drops from the inner to the outer mea- 
surement location due primarily to distance decay, the basic shape of the  harmonic enve- 
lope is retained. Thc spcctra at thc outer location have envelope humps that a r c  inorc 
roundcd than spiked at the highest frequencies because the measuremcnts in this region 
a r c  influcnccd by the tunnel noise floor. The spectra at  the high spccd condition have 
differing envclope valleys duc to different phase combinations of the distributed acoustic 
sources within thc prop-fan disk, which is also a distance cffcct. This vi11 be discusw.! 
further in a later section. 
Consider the fourth harmonic of blade passage frequency in the spectra from the two- 
blade model described above. This corresponds to the blade passage tone of an eight- 
blade model, also known as the 6P harmonic, since it has a frequency of eight per 
revolution. The 8P harnionic levels measured in the plane of rotation at radial stations 
ranging from 1.9 cm (0.75 in. ) to 49.8 cm (19. G in. ) for the high speed and loading con- 
dition a r e  shown in Figure 3-11. The decrease in level with increasing tip clearance is 
evident. Also indicated on this curve is the radial extent of shear layer turbulence (1% 
higher intensity level than free stream) and thz location of the thin shear layer which 
was assumed for calculation of refraction corrections. The data points outbosrd of 
the assumed shear layer were  corrected using this calculation. The measured levels 
are compared with levels predicted using the theoreticel methodology. The theoretical 
methodology predicts levels at the corrected listener position, that is the location of the 
microphone as though there were no shear layer. Thus, this comparison is a test of 
both the refraction corrections to the data and the theoretical methodology. Predicted 
levels compare well with measured levels inside and outboard of the shear layer. This 
indicates the validity of the hypothesis that the acoustic signal i s  relatively undisturbed 
by the shear layer, particularly at low frequencies where the dominant noise of the 
prop-fan occurs. 
The acoustic pulse waveform itself is shown for several of the measurement loca- 
tions. The linear amplitude for each pulse is givcu in Pascals and time moves left to right. 
The Sharpness of the peak is not diminished as the pulse moves through the shear layer. 
However, the amplitude drops primarily because of increased distance. Further 
evidence that the waveform is undisturbed by the shear layer is presented in Figure 
3-12. Here, pulse waveforms of the SR-2 and SR-3 models at similar operating condi- 
tions a r e  compared inside and outboard of the shear layer. In each case the sharpness 
of the waveform peak is preserved. 
8P Harmonic Trends 
SP Harmonic v s  Overall Levels - The blade passage tone of a symmetrical eight- 
bladed prop-fan is known a s  the SP harmonic since it has a frequency of eight per revolu- 
tion. This tone is also known a s  the first o r  fundamental blade passage harmonic of an 
eight blade prop-fan. The 8P harmonic generally dominates all others and provides the 
mp.jor contribution to the overall noise level. 
Consider the sound pressure level spectra obtained at  high speed, high loading con- 
ditions for the SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 models shown in Figures 3-13, 3-14 and 3-15, 
respectively. These spectra were measured at microphone position 3, the corrected 
location which is nearest the rotational plane (see Table 3-1) in the near field at 0 . 8  D 
tip clearance. The models were tested as two-blade configurations. Thus, the fourth 
blade passage harmonic is the 8P harmonic. This tone would be the fundamental 
harmonic if the model was an eight-blade configuration and i s  used for such comparison. 
3 -4 
If the levels of thc n8P harmonics, where n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , for a two-blade model 
are summed on a logarithmic basis, the overall level corresponding to an eight-blade 
configuration can be calculated. Direct comparison requires adjusting the level based on 
the ratio of the numbers of blades and is discussed later in  this section. 
the significant harmonics corrected for shear layer effects are given for the three model 
test conditions in Table 3-II. 
The levels of 
The level of the S P  harmonic is within about 3 dB of the overall level for these test 
conditions. High tip speed 'and loading conditions were chosen as the worst case be- 
cause of the greater high frequency content of the acoustic signal. Yet, it is the 8P 
harmonic which provides the major part of the acoustic energy that is measured. 
Consequently, trends in S P  harmonic level with such test  parameters as blade model, 
tip helical Mach number ,and blade power loading, give a valid indication of the variation 
in overall sound pressure level. Emphasis in the trend analysis in the remaining sec- 
tions will therefore be on the dominant S P  harmonic. 
Effect of Blade Tip Speed and Loading - The effect on maximum sideline 8P harmonic 
level of varying blade tip speed with constant blade loading is shown in Figures 3-16 
through 3-18. The data shown are from either two-blade o r  four-bladetest configurations. 
The four-blade data were corrected to two-blade levels by subtracting 6 dB to account for 
the ratio of the number of blades. This correction i s  discussed in a later section. The 
trend lines a r e  derived from a least-squares linear fit of the data. 
l'hc niasimuiii sideline S P  harmonic level in the near field at  0 .  d D tip clearance as a 
function of blade tip helical Mach number for  SR-2 and SR-3 model testing at constant 
loading of about 27. ci li\V 'blade (37 SHP,'B) i s  shown at the top of Figure 3-16. At high 
tip speeds this test loading approaches the level and ;panwise distribution of lift 
coefficient on the blades for a prop-fan at the 2ruise condition. Therefore, these data 
are considercd an indication of the noise reduction potential of the SR-3 design. The 
SR-3 model is about 10 dT3 lower in level than the SR-2 model at  high tip speed and 9 dB 
less at  low tip speed. The noise reduction benefits of the SR-3 design are seen in test 
points up to 1.21 tip helical Mach number. 
The samc test codi t ions ;ire compared in the far field (4.1 diameters tip clearance) 
at the bottom of Figure 3-1G. The SR-3 model is lower in level than the SR-2 model by 
about 9 cln st high tip spced and 5 dL3 at low tip spezd. The reduction of 5 dB at 0.7 to 
0. t; tip helical Mach number for thc swept SR-3 blade relative to the unswept SR-2 blade 
is considercd particularly important, as this is the operating regime during take-off and 
landing wlierc Fedcral rcgdations must be satisficd foi- aircraft ,?oise crrtification 
(Rcfcrcnce 3-2). 'Thcse results confirm that prop-fan confibwrations designed to reduce 
near ficld noisc in cruise :ire also beneficial in reducing far field noisc zt take-off and 
landing c-ondit ions. 
The maximum sideline 8P harmonic level in the near field at  0.8 D tip clearance as 
a function of blade tip helical Mach number for SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 at a constant loading 
of 18.7 k\\'/blade (25 SHPIB) i s  shown at  the top of Figure 3-17. The differences 
between the SR-1 and SR-2 models are small, indicating that the sweep of the SR-1 
design was not sufficient to achieve measurable level reductions at these test conditions. 
The SR-3 model is about 3 dB lower ir, level than the SR-1 and SR-2 models, nearly 
constant with tip speed. Far  field data (4 .4D tip 'clearance) are shown at  the bottom of 
Figure 3-17. Again, there is  little difference between the SR-1 and SR-2 models. The 
SR-3 model i s  lower in level than the ear l ier  designs by about G dB at low tip speed and 
5 dI3 at high tip speed. 
The effect of  blade loading can be seen by comparing the high loading and moderate 
loading trend curves. If the absolute levels for moderate loading in Figure 3-17 are 
compared with those for  higher loading in Figure 3-16 it can be seen that raising the 
loading of SR-2 causes a substantially greater increase in level than raising the loading 
of SR-3. It appears that the SR-3 design i s  capable of abL,>rbing higher power without 
large increases in noise. 
The advantage of the SR-3 niodel over the earlier designs is summarized in Figure 
3-1s. The sound level reduction in the near field is shown at top, with the fa r  field trends 
below. Thcse curves indicate that rhe noise reduction advantage duc to the blade sweep 
of the SR-3 nicxlel is greater at higher loading, particularly for high tip speeds in the 
near field. This indicates the success of the design process for SR-3 since the noise 
reduction effort was focused on this operating regime. 
Sideline Directivit! 
The measured directivity of sound around the  prop-fan is useful for the comparison 
of different models at varying test operating conditions. It i s  also a powerful tool for 
assessing predictions made using the theoretical methodology, as will be described in 
n later section. Thc directivity was ~iieasured using an a r ray  of axial locations at  con- 
st.mt sideline distance from the prop-fan asis of rotation. The directivities of test data 
presented here \\-ere obtained in the near field at 0. SD tip clearance and in the far field 
at 4. -1D tip clearance. The microphone positions used in the present analysis are shown 
i n  scale in Figure 3-19. The origin is  on the asis  of rotation, in the plane of rotation. 
The microphone positions have been corrected to account for shear layer refraction with 
a tunnel s p e d  of 0.32 Mach number. These positions a r e  for microphones which move 
with an identical flight velocity to the prop-fan. By u s e  of Figure 3-19 the reader can 
coniparc the directivities in the near and f a r  fieid. For example, the second and third 
microphones in the near field correspond to the first and second far  field microphones 
ahead o f  the planc of rotation. 
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8P Harmonic Sideline Directivity - The 8P harmonic was shown earlier to dominate 
the overall sound pressure :eve1 and thus i s  a good indicator of accastic behavior for the 
prop-fan. Consider the near field and far field sideline directivities of 8P harmonic 
sound pressure level for SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 testing at similar subsonic tip speeds 
and blade loadings shonn in Figure 3-20. Four-blade model data were corrected to 
two-blade levels by subtracting G dB to account f. - the ratio of the number of blades. 
The near field directivity, shown at the top, is  a ... mtion of corrected axial distance 
relative to the plane of rotation and normalized by the prop-fan nominal diameter. 
As was also indicated by the trends discussed in the previous section, the difference 
between the directivities of the SR-1 and SR-2 models is small. The SR-3 model, 
however, shows differences both in level and in directivity shape. The SR-3 has a dip 
near the plane of rotation which is not evident in the humped directivity of the SR-2 
model. As will be demonstrated in a later section by use of the theoretical methodology, 
this difference is caused by the dominance of different types of acoustic sources. The 
SR-2 model directivity is dominated by thickness noise, represented in the acoustic 
analogy by a monopole source which peaks near the plane of rotation, thus the hump. 
The sweep of the SR-3 model is designed to suppress thickness noise. As the thickness 
noise level drops, loading noise, represented by an acoustic dipole source which peaks 
at two locations forward and aft of the plane of rotation, becomes more important. 
This is evident in. the directivity curve. 
This behavior is also seen in the far field directi-vity a t  the bottom of Figure 3-20. 
The SR-1 and SR-2 model directivities peak near the plane of rotation (0 corrected 
axial position) while the SR-3 model directivity dips. The SR-1 and SR-2 model data 
for these cases were acquired during a different test  sequence than that for the SR-3 
model data. That is why different arrays of f a r  field microphones a re  seen for these 
models. Note also the difference in peak levels between the SR-1 and SR-2 models and 
the SR-3 model. (The most forward SR-3 microphone probably indicates the peak in the 
far field as it corresponds to the microphone at 0.27 Xc/D (mic 2)  in the near field which 
was a local peak. ) As indicated in the trend discussion earlier,  at moderate loading 
this difference is greater i n  the fa r  field than the near field. 
A directivity comparison of the SH-1, SR-2 and SR-3 models at higher tip speed and 
moderate loading is shown in Figure 3-21. The match in tip speed and loading i s  not 
perfect but the comparisons a r e  considcred instructive. The n e w  field directivity is 
seen at top. The SR-1 and SR-2 show similar results. The SR-3 directivity is  mar'.edly 
different. The peak level is ahead rather than behind the plane of rotation as  for SR-1 
and SR-2. The SR-3 level drops where the SR-1 and SR-2 levels peak, indicating further 
suppression of thickness noise relative to loading noise. As would be expected, thick- 
ness noise suppression is mme effective at higher tip speeds where this noise 
mechanism becomes morc important. This rcsult is also obscrvcd in thc f a r  field as 
shown at the bottom of Figure 3-21. 
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Consider the directivity comparison of the SR-2 and SR-3 models at high tip speed 
and similar moderate loading in Figure 3-22. The SR-3 model is quieter than the SR-2 
model across the entire near field sideline. The far field directivity is shown below. The 
SR-2 model directivity has the characteristic thickness noise hump. The SR-3 model 
has a dip in the plane of rotation characteristic of loading noise. That was not as evident 
in the near field. The reason for this is that the complex phases of the sound waves, 
from the distributed acoustic sources on the blades combine differently at different dis- 
tances from the prop-fan. The distribution of the sources themselves charges with 
operating condition and this effect can be employed to maximize the noise suppression 
inherent in a blade model operating at the cruise design point, as is demonstrated next. 
Consider the directivity comparison in Figure 3-23 for the SR-2 and SR-3 models 
operating at high tip speed and high loading. A t  this tip speed and blade loading, the 
level and spanwise distribution of lift coefficient on the blades approaches that for a 
prop-fan at the cruise condition. Thus, these data indicate the noise reduction potential 
of the SR-3 design. The near field directivity is shown at top. The SR-3 model level is 
lower than the SR-2 level by more than 10 dB in the plane of rotation. -4gain it is thick- 
ness noise suppression due to the SR-3 blade sweep that is icdicated by the central dip. 
This thickness noise suppression is carried into the far field as seen in the lower curves 
of the figure. 
A directivity comparison of the SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 blade models operated at low 
tip speed and high blade loading is shown in Figure 3-24. The conditions shown approxi- 
mate thc operating regime during take-off and landing. The near field results a r e  shown at 
top. The SR-1 and SR-3 models both have peak levels lower than the SR-2 mode! indicat- 
ing that the SR-1 model sweep is effective in reducing near field noise at this low speed. 
This effect does not car ry  over to the far  iield for SR-1 a s  shown at the bottom. The fa r  
field is where takeoff and landing noise is most important. The SR-1 and SR-2 have 
comparable levels in the far  field. The SR-3 model is consistently lower in both the 
near and Lir fields. 
The effect of tip speed on directivity for the SR-3 blade model operated with moderate 
blade loading is shown in Figure 3-25. The near field directivity is shown at  top. The 
lower tip speed case shows more of a dip near the plane of rotation than the high speed 
case. This follows naturally since the thickness noise component will tend to become 
more important than the loading noise component as tip speed rises. Ahead of the plane 
of rotation a peak occurs which may be due to negative tip loading caused by operation at 
low blade angles. Such a peak would probably not occur in normal prop-fan operation. 
This behavior is  also observed in the far field, shown below. 
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Thus, 8P harmonic sideline directivity measurements reveal differences in the acous- 
t ic behavior of the SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 models. The sweep of the SR-1 model blade is 
effective in reducing no'se only in the near field at low tip speeds. At higher tip speeds 
the SR-1 and SR-2 have similar directivity patterns. The sweep of the SR-3 model 
blade is effective in reducing noise below SR-1 and SR-2 model levels at all tip speeds. 
The SR-3 is most effective in reducing noise at the high tip speed and loading condition 
that simulates the cruise operating condition for  which the prop-fan was designed. The 
SR-3 configuration also reduces noise at  conditions approximating take-off and landing. 
8P Harmonic vs  Overall Sideline Directivity - Sideline directivities of 8P harmonic 
level and the overall level for SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 model testing are shown in Figures 
3-26, 3-27 and 3-28, respectively. The peak sideline levels for these cases were dis- 
cussed in a previous section, The overall level was found by logarithmically summing 
the levels of .'I1 the multiples of the 8P harmonic, including the fundamental. High tip 
speed and very high loading conditions are shown with the highest tip speed attaincd for 
SR-3 model testing. Note in these curves that the 8P harmonic level i s  everywhere 
within the overall level by a few dB. Further, the shape of the overall level sideline 
directivity pattern is mirrored by the directivity pattern of the 8P harmonic. Thus, 
the SP harmonic is a good indicator of acoustic behavior along the entire sideline as 
well as the peak location. 
Sideline Directivity of Harmonic Order Spectra - Harmonic order  spectra of prop-fan 
acoustic data a r e  useful fo r  understanding the noise reduction mechapism of the SR-3 
model. Near field sound pressure levels of the first twelve S P  harmonic orders  for 
the SR-2 and SR-3 models operating at high tip speed and loading are shown in Figure 
3-29. These data were measured near the plane of rotation at microphone 3 and behind 
the plane of rotation at microphone 5 (see Figure 3-19). The test  operating condition 
simulates the prop-fan cruise condition. The significant difference between the spectra 
of the SR-2 and SR-3 models is at the lowest harmonics. The levels of both the 8P and 
16P harmonics for SR-3 a re  more than 10 dB lower than the levels of the corresponding 
harmonics for the SR-2 model near the plane of rotation. Behind the plane of rotation, 
the 8P harmonic level for SR-3 is about 10 dB lowei. than that for the SR-2 model. The 
higher harmonics for the SR-2 and SR-3 models halre comparable levels at the two listener 
positions. Thus, the near field noise reduction inherent in the SR-3 model at  these test  
operating conditions is due mainly to suppression of the lowest harmonic orders. 
A comparison of harmonic order spectra obtained in the far field is  shwn in 
Figure 3-30. The measurement positions correspond to those that are along ray paths 
similar to those for the near field positions discussed above. They a r e  microphones 
B and D of Figure 3-19. Note that both the 8P and 16P harmonic levels for the SR-3 
model a re  significantly lower than those for SR-2 both near and behind the plane of 
rotation. 
extremely "humped" character of the spectrum envelope. The SR-3 model has, by 
The level fluctuations in the higher harmonics for SR-2 a re  due to the 
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contrast, smoother spectra bei,eath the SR-2 peaks and will thus provide less noise con- 
tribution at the high frequencies. Thus, in the far field, the Sfi-3 appears effective in 
reducing harmonic levels at high as well as low frequencies. The spectra for each 
model change a s  the listener moves from the near field to the far field because the phases 
of the acoustic waves, from the distribution of acoustic sources on the propfan  blades, 
combine to form a different resultant sum at different listener distances. 
It should be noted that the higher harmonics roll-off with frequency more quickly 
behind the plane of rotation than near the plane of rotation. This effect is  indicative of 
the directivity pattern of thickness noise since it i s  known (Reference 3-3) that loading 
noise harmonics roll-off more rapidly. 
Sideline Directivity of Narrow Bafid Spectra - Spectra of SR-2 and SR-3 model data 
measured at the far field sideline a r e  shown in Figures 3-31, 3-32 and 3-33 for a range 
of tip speeds at  high loading. Data measured at  microphones A through D a r e  shown. 
These positions covered the region of peak level near the plane of rotation (see Figure 
3-19). 
Spectra for the SR-2 and SR-3 models operating in the two-blade configuration at  
low tip speed a r e  compared in Figure 3-31. At this low tip speed loading noise dominates 
the noise spectrum as indicated by the rapid decay with frequency of the blade passage 
harmonics. The spectral tones which appear in these data correspond to the first few 
8P harmonic orders. The levels of these tones for the FR-3 model are markedly lower 
than those fo? SR-2. 
A spectra comparison for  SR-2 nnd SR-3 models operating a t  high subsonic tip speed 
is shown in Figure 3-32. The difference in the shape of the harmonic envelopes of the 
SR-2 and SR-3 spectra is immediately evident. Also evident is the greater high fre- 
quency content of the SR-2 spectra. Since these frequency domain spectra a r e  the 
Fourier transforms of the acoustic pressure pulse waveforms in the time domain, changes 
in spectrum shape indicate changes in the acoustic waveform. The SR-2 and SR-3 blade 
models a re  physically much different and so  naturally produce different acoustic wave- 
forms. Note that for both models, high harmonics a r e  more prevalent near the plane of 
rotation than away from it, again indicating the directivity pattern of thickness noise. 
The difference between SR-2 and SR-3 model far field spectra is most evident for 
the high tip speed simulated cruise condition shown in Figure 3-33. The SR-2 harmonic 
levels a r e  higher than for SR-3 and the spectra of the respective models have a much 
different shape. The envelope of SR-3 harmonics decays smoothly, while the SR-2 enve- 
lope shows a pronounced humped shape, characteristic of a signal with sharp peaks. 
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Acoustic Pressure Pulse Waveforms 
Near field sideline acoustic pressure pulse waveforms (0.8 D tip clearance) a r e  
shown in Figures 3-34 to 3-37. Waveforms are a useful diagnostic tool for analyzing 
the relationship between a blade shape and the acoustic signal it produces at different 
operating conditions. Examples of acoustic waveforms for the SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 
models operating at  subsonic tip speed and moderate loading are seen in Figure 3-34. 
The blade models a r e  arranged with blade sweep increasing down the page. Measure- 
ments at all near field directivity points a r e  shown. The ordinate of each curve is 
acoustic pressure in Pascals with positive pressure toward the top. The abscissa of 
each curve is in time units increasing left to right. The pulses are obtained from 
oscilloscope photographs where the full horizontal scale is one prop-fan revolution. 
Since the prop-fan rotational speed (RPM) for the three cases is nearly the same, the 
time scales in the figure are also nearly the same. The pressure scales of some of the 
curves vary because different attenuator settings were used for those data channels 
during testing. To assist the reader in interpreting the relative amplitude of the pres- 
sures,  the figures include dashed lines which represent acoustic pressures of f 100 
Pascals. Recalling the corrected listener positions of the near field directivity points 
shorn in Figure 3-19, micrcphone 3 is  just  forward of the rotational plane, while micro- 
phone 4 is behind it. 
A feature of these curves to be noted is the similarity of the waveforms for the SR-2 
and SR-1 models. The waveforms show a similar progression of shape from the forward 
to the aft sideline positions, beginning as a simple negative pressure pulse and trans- 
forming to one with a nearly equal positive pressure leading edge hump. This follows 
since the progression is toward the direction of thrust. The negative hump is primarily 
thickness noise related. The passing of the blade increases the local instantaneous 
particle velocity causing the pressure to drop relative to the static level. The hump is 
partially loading related since forward of the rotational plane the flow is  drawn toward 
the prop. 
Note that the peak pressure levels of the SR-1 and SR-2 models a r e  quite similar, 
showing that the limited sweep of SR-1 is not effective in altering the acoustic signal at 
these conditions. Contrary to the SR-1 and SR-2 model data the SR-3 model waveforms 
develop a positive peak only at the aftmost locations. The pressure level is  also signifi- 
cantly reduced. Thus, the greater sweep and reduced chord at the tip of the SR-3 model 
effectively reduces noise. This is  indicated by the near field 8P  harmonic sideline 
directivity for these cases shown in Figure 3-20. 
Acoustic waveforms for the SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 models operating at supersonic tip 
speeds with moderate blade loading a r e  shown in Figure 3-35. The dashed lines repre- 
sent constant acoustic pressure of 300 Pascals. A t  supersonic tip speed the behavior 
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of the SR-1 and SR-2 models begins to diverge. The leading edge spike which developed 
on the SR-2 waveform is absent in the SR-1 data. This pressure spike is related to a 
bow wave. The sweep of SR-1 effectively eliminates this leading edge peak. As seen at 
lower tip speeds, the positive component of the pressure pulse increases in the down- 
stream direction. The width, o r  time duration of the SR-1 pulse is equal to that for the 
SR-2 pulse. 
The SR-3 model waveforms again differ from the SR-1 and SR-2 data. The leading 
edge spike and the positive pressure hump downstream of the rotational plane are absent 
due to the effect of blade sweep. Also, there is an important reduction of the pulse 
width, o r  time duration. Thus, even though the negati7e and trailing edge peaks have 
greater sharpness and intensity, there is a decrease in noise level. The acoustic energy 
of each pulse is a function of the area a s t x i a t e d  with the absolute value of the pressure 
pulse. Thus, it follows that the narrower SR-3 pulse will produce less noise, This is 
evident in the near field 8P harmonic sideline directivity for similar cases shown in 
Figure 3-21. 
Acoustic waveforms for the SR-2 and SR-3 models operating at  high tip speeds and 
moderate loading a r e  shown in Figure 3-36. The dashed lines represent constant 
acoustic pressure of * 1000 Pascals. A t  these operating conditions the pressure signa- 
ture is more dominated by thickness effects, particularly in the plane of rotation and 
forward, than at lower tip speeds. The SR-2 model waveforms measured near the plane 
of rotation (microphone locations 2, 3 and 4) have the shape of classical thickness pulses 
(Reference 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6). Only at  the aftmost locations is there. any hint of loading 
influence, The SR-3 waveforms again display the advantages of blade sweep and reduced 
tip chord. The leading edge spike is absent and the pulse is narrow. These effects 
combine such that the SR-3 waveform contains less acoustic energy than the SR-2 pulse 
and thus produces less noise. 
The advantage of the SR-3 design is seen in the acoustic waveforms for the SR-2 
and SR-3 models operating at  several high tip speed and high loading conditions which 
approximate the cruise condition. These are shown in Figure 3-37. The data were 
measured just upstream of the rotational plane at  microphone position 3. The dashed 
lines represent acoustic pressure of f 1000 Pascals. Al l  the traces have common 
amplitude and time scale to assist  in comparisoii. The shaded regions are the areas 
associated with the absolute value of the pressure pulses, of which the acoustic energy 
is a function. Note that the peak values of the SR-2 pulses a r e  larger than those for the 
corresponding SR-3 waveforms. Additionally, the areas  subtended by the SR-2 pulses 
a r e  greater than those for SR-3, showing that the SR-2 pulses contain greater acoustic 
energy. This occurs partially because the SR-2 pulses have greater time duration than 
the SR-3 pulses. The SR-3 waveforms are narrower by about 30 percent due largely to 
the absence of the leading edge spike. Thus, the advantages of blade sweep and reduced 
tip chord result in less noise for  the SR-3 model. The acoustic mechanisms which cause 
this noise reduction a r e  discussed in the sections on comparison of test and theory. 
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Boundary Layer Trip 
The effect of attaching a boundary layer tripwire to the SR-2 model blade was 
examined. Comparisons of acoustic data were made for normal (untripped) operation 
and for operation with a S l p m  (0.002 in.) tripwire attached at 5% chord to the camber 
side of one blade of a two blade model. The rotor RPM and the atmospheric conditions 
for  each set of test cases were identical. Calculations show that tht jminar boundary 
layer is tripped to turbulent at 5% chord with the wire. Normal lamin::. to turbulent 
transition occurs near 30% chord. 
Signal enhanced acoustic pressure waveforms for untripped and tripped testing at 
very low power loading and about 1.02 tip helical Mach number a re  shown in Figure 3-38. 
The curves a r e  plots of acoustic pressure in Pascals versus time, as measured in the 
near field (0.8 D tip clearance) jus t  aft of the rotational plane. Note that duration of the 
pulse i s  unchanged by the addition of the tripwire to the blade. The only change is a 
slight modification of the pulse shape in the negative pressure region near the leading 
edge. Since this is a very low power case at  high tip speed, the acoustic pulse is attri- 
buted mainly to thickness noise. The dicference in pressure at the leading edge can thus 
be related to the difference in thickneFs profile. The p resmre  change due to the tripwire 
i s  about 7% of the peak to peak value. The diameter of the tripwire is about 4% of the 
blade thickness in the tip region, which contributes the most to thicknes: noise. Thus 
the change in the acoustic signal is due to the additional solid boundary at!, the blade and 
not to changes in the boundary layer. 
The change in the acoustic pressure waveform is reflected in the corresponding 
sound pressure level spectra shown in Figure 3-39 for the untripped and tripped cases. 
The increased pressure amplitude due to the tr ip generally raises the harmonic level 
about 1 dB. Tne humps in the spcctrum envelope do not repeat as rapidly with frequency 
for the tripped case as they do for the untripped case. This is due to change in waveform 
shape. The differences seen in both the waveforms and spectra a re  small compared to 
the overall character of the acoustic signal. There was also a small change in the power 
absorbed by the rotor, The model with the tripped blade absorbed about 12% less  power 
indicating less drag. This is consistent with well known results (Reference 3-7, pg 898) 
stating that the pressure drag in transonic flow is iess  for flow with a turbulent boundary 
layer than for flow with a laminar boundary layer. 
Acoustic pressure waveforms for untripped and tripped boundary layers at a higher 
tip speed and loading condition a re  shown in Figure 3-40. The pulse durations a r e  about 
the same as for the low power cases and the pressure amplitude is about 50% higher, due 
to the addition of a loading noise contribution. Since thickness is not the sole contributor 
to the acoustic signal thc change caused by the tripwire is less than for the lower power 
case. Thc amplitude change at the leading edge is only about 4'X of the peak to peak 
value. Littlc change is also seen in the corresponding spectra shown in Figure 3-41. 
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Thus, it is concluded that the addition of the tripwire causes only minor changes to the 
thickness noise contribution of the model. These changes are due only to a difference in 
the blade solid boundary and not due to differences in the boundary layer of the flow over 
the blade. 
Linear Superposition of Two, Four and Eight Way Data 
The validity of superposition of acoustic data from prop-fan models in two, four 
and eight blade configurations was examined. Data from test conditions with similar 
tip helical Mach number and loading were compared. The principle of superposition 
states that for linear sources, the total acoustic field may be derived by summing the 
acoustic fields of all the individual sources. This principle applies for prop-fan acoustic 
measurements despite the existence of nonlinear sources because the regions of the non- 
linear sources from each blade do not overlap. Thus, the acoustic field of an eight blade 
prop-fan can he found frcm the two blhde test data by choosing multiples of the 8 P  har- 
monic and multiplying the acoustic pressure at each of these frequencies by four, the 
ratio of the number of blades. In terms of sound pressure level this is equivalent to 
adding 12 dB to each of the multiples of the S P  harmonic from two blade test data. 
Sound pressure level spectra from two blade and four blade SR-3 model testing at 
similar high tip meed and loading conditions are shown in Figures 3-42 and 3-43. Data 
measured in the near field (0.8 D tip clearance) near the plane of rotation a re  shown in 
Figure 3-42. Data measured in the far field (4.4 D tip clearance) aft of the rotation. ~ 
plane a re  shown in Figure 3-43. In both figures, the spectrum curvz represents data 
from 4 blade testing. The small circles represent two blade SPL harmonic peaks which 
have been adjusted by adding 6 dB to the 4P harmonic and its multiples. Note the close 
agreement between these dc, 1 at :I1 but the highest harmonics. The S P  harmonic, the 
blade passing harmonic of an eight blade rotor, shows particularly close agreement. 
Near field acoustic pressure pulses corresponding to the SPL spectra for two and four 
blade testing a re  shown at  the top and bottom of Figure 3-34, respectively. The similar- 
ity be twen  the individual pulses indicates that the pulse from one blade is independent of 
the pulse from the next. 
Near and f a r  field sound pressure level spectra from two, four and eight blade SR-3 
modcl testing at moderate tip speed and loading a re  shown in Figures 3-45 and 3-46, 
respectively. Bot,h sets of data were measured near the rotational plane. The spectrum 
curve in each figure represents data from eight blade testing. The circles represent two 
blade harmoiiic peaks adjusted by adding 12 dB t9 the 8P harmonic and its multiples. 
The squares represent four blade harmonic peaks adjusted by adding 6 dE to the 8 P  
harmonic and its multiples. The good agreement between the data indicates the validity 
of the linear superposition method. 
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Hot Wire Anemometry XIeasurements of Blade Wakes 
An e.xploratorv experimental study was conducted to  determine the feasibility of u s i q  
hot-wire anemometry to measure three velocity components in the blade wakes immedi-. 
ately downstream of a model prop-fan. Sucn measurements a r e  of potential use in as- 
sessing the aerodynamic and acoustic performance of pre  mt and future model prop-fan 
designs. The study was conducted using a very high freq, \ncy response hot-wire ane- 
mometer system (450 kHz) capable of high spatial resolutiotl. Measurements were ob- 
tained with prop-fan model SR-2 in a two-bladed configuration. Tests were corducted at 
free-stream Mach number RPXI combinations of RI, = 0.20, 7500 RPM and &Ix = 0 .32 ,  
10 900 RPhI. The study which is presented in Reference 3-8 indicates that detailed wake 
velocity datp can be obtained using the technique drscribed in this report and that mea- 
surements nt the test facility operating limit of 12 000 RPhI would be feasible. 
Analysis of Theoretical Predictions 
Prediction XIethodology 
Figure 3-47 shows the chronological development of the prop-fan Acoustic Method. 
It can be seen in Figure 3-47 that the SR-1 and SR-2 models were designed with empirical 
methodology. This was necessary becausc the existing theoretical propeller noise pre- 
diction methodology was not capable of evaluating the supersonic helical tip . . : ~ c d  opera- 
tion of the prop-fan at cruise o r  the effects of blade sweep. in the SR-I design, the 
ieatures included to minimize noise were a reduction in  airfoil thickness cw2r existing 
turboprops and propcllers an2 a moderate amount of sweep. The reduction in thickness 
was es-pected to reduce the> near field noise in cruise since propeller noise theory sho~ved 
that thickness related (monopole) noise was a dominant part  of thc noisc of existing pro- 
pellcrs opc.rating at high t i p  speed. The moderate amount of siveep incorporated was 
espccted t c .  lower the effective Mach number a t  \vhich the b k d e  airfoils operate and, 
therefore, reduce the escess noisc which had been observed in ccnventional propellers 
when they operate at helical tip Mach numbers csceeding the critical RIach number of 
thc blade airfoils (the operating RIach number of an airfoil at which local flow over the 
surface r i~aches sonic velocity). 
designed, the effect of these features could not be accurately analyzed without an appro- 
priate the( :ry. 
Unfortunately, in 1975, when SR-1 and SR-2 were 
The SR-8 design is csactly like the SR-1 except the SI<-2 lias no bladc. sweep. This 
of advanced sivcpt blactcis model was built a s  a reference design to establish the bcncfit 
rcldtive to 3 convcntion:il unsivept bladc planform. SR-2 did, ho\vever, include thin 
airfoil sections aiirl had eight bladcs; so i t  XIS exiicctcd t o  pcrform Iwttcr than a con- 
ventional four-blade propcllcr. Also, the thin blodcs were csqxxtc~d to provide some 
noisci reduction rclativc t o  conventional propellers. 
The SR-111 has the same nioderatcl~. swcpt planforin of  the SR-1. Ho\vcvcr, it has 
diffcrcnt twist and camber distrihutions Ivhich Iverc cstablishcd as a result o f  analysis 
of the wind tunncl performance data from SR-I. T t e  SR-lhl ivas not tested in thc 
current program. 
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In 1976, a theciry was developed by W o n  (Reference 3-6) which allowed pr2diction 
of near field noise of propellers operating ai high sgbsonic speed. This work was based 
on the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings "acoustic analogy" (Reference 3-9) in which all equa- 
ticns of fluid motion are cast into a wave equation for acoustic pressure. In the formula- 
tion of this theory, Hanson assumed that the prop-fan blades travel along helical surfaces 
defined by the fonvard flight speed of the aircraft and the angular velocity of the prop-fan. 
Two components of noise are calculated in this theory: 1) monopole (thickness) noise, 
which is determined by the blade airfoil section thickness distribution; and 2) dipole 
(loading) noise, which is determined by the pressure distribution on the surface of the 
blade. A third (second order) te rm in the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings equation, the quad- 
rupole source term, was  ignored in this early theoretical development because it was 
believed to be small relative to the monopole thickness term. Of course, the lack of the 
quadrupole source should not be surprising as none of the propeller and rotor noise pre- 
diction procedures which existed in 1976 had ever included this source. This method is a 
time domain method, i. e., the acoustic pressure wave form generated by a blade i s  cal- 
culated and then the frequency spectrum of the noise is obtained b.y Fourier analysis. 
The inputs to the computer program based on Hanson's Time Domain thecry include 
chordwise and spanwise blade differmtial pressure distributions as well as chordvise 
and spanwise blade thickness distributions. For prop-fan loading noise predictions, the 
chordvise variation in pressure is based on the chordwise loading distribution of airfoils 
of the type used in the prop-fan design. For  thickness noise calculations the actual blade 
thickness distribution is the input to the program. 
The basic output of the program is the acoustic pressure waveform at 2 specified 
point in space assumcl to be moving forward a t  the same speed as the prop-fan. The 
harmonic components d noise obtained from a Fourier analysis of this waveform are also 
an output. Thus, it is possible to calculate the noise at  the location of a fuselage near a 
prop-fan as ihe aircraft  is  ilying at cruise speed. For the SI?-3 the primary noise reduc- 
t im feature of the design was the blade sweep which was optimized using the theory 
described abok e .  This sweep optimization utilized th- -oncept of destructive interfer- 
ence of noise from different spanwise stations of the prop-fan blade. This concept i s  
based on the fundamental assumption of linear acoustics that +he acoustic pressure at 
any observer position can be calculated as the sum of contributions from each element of 
the source volume and surface area. To be done correctly, the summation (or integra- 
tion) process must account for the amplitude and phase of the elemental coatributions. 
If source dimensions of the blades a re  greater than about 1/2 the wavelength of interest 
(i. e., if the source i s  "acoustically non-compact"), then at some observer positions, 
elemental signals from different portions of the source will arr ive out of phase. The net 
noise will then be reduccd by self-intcrference below the level which would be obtained if 
the source dimension were very small ("xoustically compact''). Although the term, 
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"Qct>usticiilly noli-conipict, " i s  re1:itivel.v new, the principle b s  been bown for  many 
.)*cars. For  csliniple, in Cutin's original theory for pmpellcr noisc (Reference 3-101, 
the appearance o f  I3cssc.l functions :md thc polar directivity pattern result from phase 
variation around the proyc\ller circuinference. For  most conventional propellers, chord- 
wise wid spnnwisc phase variations can be neglected at blade passing frequency (number 
of b1:idcs tinws rotation sped). Hawever, for  the prop-fan, the combination of high 
hlach nuiiibc.r, ninny b1adr.s. .and large chord require that chordwise and spanwisc phase 
vnriiit ions bc. included. 
Thc p h s c  interfwence concept i s  most clearly illustrated with reference to the 
efftxct of swwping :I bladc p1;ulforni 3s suggested by Figure 3-48. .At blade passing 
frcqwncy, thc noisc. froni any s t r ip  of the blade is a sinusoidal wave with nn amplitude 
,urd phase aiwle. l h c  noist. from onc propeller blade is simply thc vector sum of the 
contributions frnni each s t r ip  Dnd tl:c noise of the total propeller is the product of the 
vcctor slim :\nd t lw  niinibcr o f  blades The effect of a sweep of the tip is to cause thc 
signal from the tip t o  lag (incrmstbd phtisc angle) the signal from the mid-blade region, 
thus causing partial intcrfcrcncc and a reduction in net noise. 
For thc  SR-3 dcsign n short form version a f  thc Time Domin hIctliod w:?s dcvclopcd 
in 197G which included a graphical \w-sion of thc conccpt discussed above. In this 
graphical proccdurc t h c  s t r ip  noisc wn t  ributions art- trcatcd ns vcctors in thc conip1c.s 
pl:mc Imving ;implitudc~ :iad phiisc angle. Thcn. thc summation o f  t h t a  contributions f m m  
thc strips is perfc)riiicd by adding the vcctnrs head-to-tail, ;is shown at the top of 
l'iqirtb 3--1S. It can bc scvn that ;I lack of wriat ion in pt.l?scx mglc in the individual con- 
tributions froin . . ;c~v~~r; i I  sp:unvist% 1oc;itions on the bladc ivnuld vcctorially add up to s 
\ aI1ic. :lo diffc*rcnt froin Ihc tot:il lcngth of thc vectors (nrdoficJllP to thcb rc.sultant noisc). 
l'his is flit- ~ c w x ~ l  rwul t  for unsivcyt  and slightly swcpt prop-fan b1adc.s. However. by 
varying thc ;imp1 itude m d  phnsc- of thc. noise produccd by the various spanwise stations 
on thc bladr. su1)stnnti:il reduct inn in thc resultant aniplitudc can be achieved, a s  shown 
in thv phnsc plot at thc right of I~ igurc  3-15. 'i'his is  tht  rcwilt for :i prop-fan blade with 
scbstantiii 1 bl;ide s\wc.p. 
Sccond, in thc Time Ihniain hlcthtd the acoustic pressure waveform of the blade 
must bta cnlculatt4 prcw5scl.v if nc*curatc lcvcls of blade passage frequency harmonics 
:ire t o  bt* gcmxratcd by Flwricr analysis o f  thtl .vaveforni. While this means of obtaining 
iiarmonie- 1cvc)ls would be. quitc dcsirablc if many Iurmonics were rcquired, prop-fan 
niodt.1 tcst &ita has shown that tht- bladc passage harmonic substantially dominates thc 
highcr hnrnionics in a prop-fan. ThcrcBforc, t hc Frequency Dumain hIcthod offers cust 
ndvanttigcs over tht. Tiitit. Doniniii hlcthod for niost prop-fan studies. 
Lqtc in 1977 thnson dcxvclopcd :i qusdnipolc prcdictioii theory (Reference 3-11) and 
was nblc to show at tlic cnd o f  1!)C7, by use of a simplified noilliftiw acrodvnaniic i i i~del ,  
that tiit- qundrupolc noisc is ;in importmt nois<) source in prop-f.ns with unswept o r  
slightly swcapt blndcs operating :it t rmsonic  t ip speeds. 
Throughout 197s the major prop-f.n Alethodology dcvclopment consisted of estab- 
lishing :i working proccvkirc for including the qundrupolc coniponcnt in the prop-f,m 
:\coiist ic lksign Prc)cc~dure. Figure8 3-19 sho\vs  :i block di:qrani of t l ic  current method. 
Thc t iiinsonic airfoil dcsign pi-osr;ini :it t hc u p p r  left of Fib-rtx 3-49 is used to gcbncrate 
thc (kit;, st>t \vhich consists o f  the. clitwhvisc thickncss distribution o f  an airfoil. the 
prcssurc dist ribiition on t h c  siirfncc o f  an iiirfoil -2nd the quadrupole distribution in the 
a i r  surrounding ;in airfoil. 
.%ts i i c . t d t d  fo i .  noist. c*slcwl:itions by thc I*Ycqut~ncy D0ni:~in Iioisc Prediction Pi-ograni 
shown at  thcb loivt3.r right of Figure 3-49. In addition. the Fouricr Trmsforni  Program 
c:ui btb used t o  g t w m t c  plots o f  frcqiwicy df.iiitiin loading and t!iickiwss noisc functions 
which :inB rcquircvl for optiniixing tiirftjil s h a p c b  to noise-. Tlic application o f  this part o f  
t hi. n i c t t h t d  is d iwuswd  in l i e f c ~ r c w c ~  3-3. 
A l+*ouric\r Tr:insform P i x ~ r n n i  s  used to generate tlic Data 
Waveforms for the acoustic pressure pulse generated by a blade are also an output 
of the program. These are important diagnostic aids which can be compared with 
measured acoustic pressure pulses to establish areas of deficiency of the methodology. 
For the correlations presented in this report  thedirectivities of the blade passage 
frequency (YP) were calculated by use of the Frequency Domain Method. The major;*y 
of the acoustic prcssure pulses were predicted by use  of the Frequency Domain Meti id .  
However, some of the SR-2 cases were predicted by use of the Time Domain Method in 
order  to minimize computer running time. Prediction of bow and trailing wave locations 
for  the shadowgraph analysis was also done using the Time Domain Method. For the 
acoustic pressure pulse predictions and the shadowgraph predictions the quadrupole 
term was not included because of the high computer running time. Although inclusion 
of the quadrupole te rm would make some quantitative changes in the predictions the 
qualitative character of the predictions should not differ. Thus the predictions in this 
report are considered fully satisfactory for analysis purposes. 
Comparison of ,Fredicted and Measured Directivities 
Comparisons between predictions and measurements were made for twenty-two 
test points selected from the points where noise data was obtained in the test program. 
The points selected are shown in Figure 3-50. It can be seen that most of the points are 
at approsimately 1s. 7 kif’ (25 Shaft Horsepower (SHP) per  blade). This allowed com- 
parisons of SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 at similar corJitions. Additional points at 26-30 kW 
(35-40 SHP) were also evaluated at supersmic ’ 
loading for these points simulates that of the prop-fan at 0.9 Mach number cruise. 
Most correlations were done for SR-3 as this model was the only one of the three tested 
which was designed for mise reduction by u s e  of acoustic methodology. A substantial 
number of points were selected s t  various levels of loading (SHP) at tip helical Mach 
numbers between 1.15 and 1.21 in order to evaluate the influence of loading on the cor- 
relation between prediction and measurement. The points at 0.66 to 0. i 6  Tip Helical 
Mach number were €valuated because they are similar to the conditions for a prop-fan 
aircraft during takeoff a id  landing. In fact the 0.2 thmugh flow Mach number in the 
Acoustic Research Tunnel which was used in acquiring thcse data is simiiar to the flight 
Mach number for a prr>p-fan aircrfft  during takeoff and landing. The complete set of 
correlations is presented in Appendis A. In each case the measured 8P harmonic level 
at 0. S tip clearance is shown compared to the predicted levels. Predictions and measure- 
ments are shown for the seven microphone locations used during test. The fore and aft 
visual positions for these microphones used in the figures include corrections for the 
shear layer which is described elsewhere in this report. The measured levels also 
include a shear layer correction. 
ielical Mach number as the blade 
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While the latest performance methodology is considered the best available for per- 
formance and noise predictions at  cruise conditions, the performance predictions made 
with the latest method for the low through flow velocities encountered in the Acoustic 
Research Tunnel were found to be inadequate in defining tip loading. Therefore, pre- 
dictions were made using the performance prediction methodology used during the 
design of SR-3. 
The difference between SR-1, SR-2, and SR-3 noise characteristics cm be seen in 
Figure 3-51 where data from runs 79'. 33' and 8 (at a loading of approximately 19 kW/ 
blade (25 SHPhlade) and at tip helical Mach number of 0.9) are compared. It can be 
seen that the peak level i s  slightly underpreclicted in each case. Aft of the plane of rota- 
tion the underprediction is greatest. It can be seen that this is the area of the directivity 
plot that is influenced primarily by the dipole (loading) noise and to a lesser extent the 
quadrupole nc.ise. An increase in predicted tip loading by the prop-fan performance 
analysis program would correct this deficiency. Note that both the measured and pre- 
dicted levels for SR-3 are slightly less  than the SR-1 o r  SR-2 bJt the measured levels 
show a greater reduction for SR-3. 
At supersonic tip helical Mach number Figure 3-52 shows a comparison of data from 
runs18', 75' and26 (at a loading of approximately 18.7 kW/blade (25 SHPhlade)) and a 
range of tip helical Mach number of 1.04 to 1.10. It can be seen that the peak sideline 
directivity is well predicted for the SR-2 and SR-3 with some underprediction of SR-1. 
As in Figure 3-51 the deficiency in predicted levels aft of the plane of rotation in SR-1 
and SR-2 c w l d  be corrected by an increase in dipole noise. The greatest difference 
between SR-2, SE-1 and SR-3 in Figure 3-52 is the reduction in quadrupole noise which 
is caused by increased sweep. The sweep causes spanwise phase cancellation and 
reduces the effective helical Mach number at  the tip of the blade. Tkese both influence 
qwdrupole noise. The increase in monopole (thickness) noise for SR-3 in Figure 3-52 
is due to i ts  higher tip helical Mach number relative to SR-1 and SR-2. If the SR-3 tip 
helical Mach number had been equal to that of SR-1 and SR-2 the monopole noise would 
be lower. 
Figure 3-53 shows a comparison of SR-2 (run 146) and SR-3 (run 42) at approximately 
1s. i kW/blade (25 SHP.,'blade) mid approximately 1. I S  tip helical Mach number. The SR-2 
prediction i s  quite good with only a slight deficiency aft of the plane of rotation. The SR-3 
prediction is very good in and 3ft of the plane of rotation but deficient ahead of the plane 
of rotation. The reduction in both measured and predicted levels for SR-3 relative to 
SR-2 demonstrate the benefits of sweep. Note that due to lack of blade sweep the quad- 
rupole contribution in SR-:! is quite large compared to that in SR-3. 
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The influence of loading on SR-2 a t  supersonic t ip helical Mach number is shown 
in Figure 3-54 for  run 146 (20.2 kWhlade  (27 SHPhlade)  and 1.189 t ip helical Mach 
number), run 117 (30.1 k\\’//blade (40 SHPhlade)  and 1.181 t ip helical Mach number) and 
run 127 (46. G kW/blade (G2.5 SHPjblade) and 1.180 t ip helical Mach number). For the 
two lower loading cases the agreement in peak level between prediction and measurement 
i s  seen to be quite good. However-, the higher loading case i s  seen to  be  underpredicted. 
Fore and aft of the plane of rotation it appears that the underprediction is due to  a defici- 
ency in dipol~h (loading) noise which would be corrected by an increase in tip loading on 
the b!tide. The contribution of quadrupole noise in these predictioAs is shown to  be par-  
ticularly important. It contributes significantly to  the peak levels at the two lower load- 
ing conditions and is the dominant source for  the highest loading condition. 
The influence of loading on SR-3 at supersonic t ip helical Mach number i s  shown in 
Figure 3-55 for nm 42 (1ti. 7 tiW’..’blade (22.4 SHPhlade)  and 1.171 tip helical Mach 
number), run 27 f26.2 k\V,’blade (35.2 SHP/blade) and 1.169 tip helical Mach number), 
and run 304 (36.4 kU’;’blade (4s. S SHPjbladc) and 1.211 t ip helical Mach number). It can 
be seen that increasing the loading on the SR-3 model does not significantly affect the 
pe& sideline noise. In each cas2 the noise i s  dominated by monopole (thickness) noise 
with the dipole (loading) and quadrupole noise fairly low in level. Predictions match the 
measurements in peak sideline noise fairly we11 for the two highest loadings. The peak 
in measured level ahead of the plane of rotation fo r  the lowest loading condition is not 
predicted. As in thc previous case discussed where measured noise has an unusual peak 
ahead of the plane of rotation, this discrepancy may be associated with an  abnormal tip 
loading condition. 
Figure 3-56 shows a comparison of data from SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 at subsonic tip 
he!ical Mach iiumbcr simu!ating that encountered during takeoff and landing. The data 
f o r  this figure were obtained at a 0.2 tunnel through flow Mach number s imilar  to the 
flight speed of a prop-fan aircraft  during takeoff and landing. It can be seen that the 
n- .>.sured levels are scbstantially undcrpredictcd. This is probably due to the same 
uiidcrprediction of loading encountered nt higher tip helical Mach number. However, for 
the low tip helical hIach number of Figure 3-56 thc monopole noise i s  much lower so the 
dipolc noise is probably dominant. I1 should be noted, ho;vcver, that the SR-3 niea:urcd 
noise i s  lower in level than SR-2 o r  SR-1. It appears that the su~eep  included in SR-3 to 
rr?d.Jce noisc at cruise  i s  also beneficial in reducing noise at takeoff conditions. 
The agrccnicnt betivccn peak sideline predictions and measurements is summarized 
in Figure 3-57. 
stantial iinprovenicnt over the ear l ie r  nicthodology in the uppcr curve. The deficiency of 
the car l ie r  inethodology is citic primarily to the lack of the quadrupole sourcc. 
It can bc seen in thc loivcr curve that the latest niethodology i s  a sub- 
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Comparison of Predicted and Measured Acoustic Pressure Pulses 
Comparisons between predicted and measured acoustic pressure pulses were made 
for the same twenty-two test points used in the previous section on 8P harmonic 
directivity. The complete set of pulse comparisons is presented in Appendix A. The 
acoustic pressure pulse is the disturbance measured by a microphone which is asso- 
ciated with the passage of a single blade on a prop-fan. If there a r e  four blades on the 
prop-fan there will be four pulses per revolution. If there a r e  eight blades there will be 
eight pulses per revolution. Fourier analysis of these pulses produces the harmonic 
mise spectrum typical of propeller noise. 
In order to control computation costs, the predictions were made using the methodo- 
logy without the quadrupole term included. This does not detract from the value of the 
comparisons as addition of the quadrupole term alters the zimplitude but not the general 
characteristics of the pulse waveforms. The waveform shape i s  of great iiitcrest for 
evaluating the accuracy and establishing deficiencies in the methodology. 
The difference between SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 pulse characteristics can be seen in 
Figure 3-58 where data from runs  79'. 33' and S (at a loading of approximately 18.7 
kW/blade (25 SHP/blade) and a tip helical Mach number of 0.9) a r e  compared. Note that 
the scales for each of the three comparisons a r e  different. It can be seen that the SR-2 
and SR-1 pulses a r e  quite siniilar and that the prediction matches the measured pulse 
quite well. The SR-3 predicted pulse differs from the SR-2 and SR-1 pulses in that the 
positive portion of the leading edge of the pulse is not as sharp, becausc of the influence 
of sweep at  the leading edge of the SR-3 blade. This lack of sharpness would reduce the 
high frequency noise. 
Fibwre 3-59 shows comparison of SR-2 (run 75'), SR-1 (run 18). and SR-3 (run 26) 
at n supersonic tip helical Mach number (1.04 - 1.10) and a loading of approximately 
18.7 kW/blade (25 SHP8'blade). The most distinctive feature of these pulses i s  thc 
reduction of the leading positive part of the pulse which appears to be influenccd by in- 
creasing sweep (note that SR-2 with no sweep has a sharp predicted and measured pulse; 
the SR-1 with some swwp shows a reduction of this peak and the SR-3 shows further 
:eduction of the peak). The amplitude of the negative part of the pulse both measured 
and predicted, is similar for SR-2 and SR-1. For SR-3 the predicted negative pulse 
amplitude is less thsn measured. Note also that the short rise time c..nractcristic of a 
shock at the end of the negative portion of the pulse is well predicted by the theory. 
Figures 3-GO and 3-61 show how the predictions match test data at supersonic tip 
helical Mach number (1.18 - 1.19) and moderate loading of 16.7 to 20.2 kW/bladc (22 - 27 
SHP/blade). The positive sharp spikes at the leading and trailing edges of the pulse are 
shown to be well predicted for SR-2 in Figure 3-60. In fact, larger spikes a re  predicted 
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than are measured. For the SR-3, Figure 3-61 shows that the leading edge spike, 
visible in Figure 3-60 for SR-2, is predicted to be suppressed. Also, the duration of 
the SR-3 pulse is predicted to be shorter than that of SR-2. This shorter pulse is an in- 
dicatiou of the reduction in acoustic energy achieved by use of blade sweep in the SR-3 
design. 
Figure 3-62 shows the influence of an increase in loading on SR-2 at a relatively 
constant supersonic helical Mach number (1.18 - 1.19). Little difference is seen in the 
general character of the measured pulses. 
Figure 3-63 shows the influence of an increase in loading on SR-3 at a relatively con- 
stant supersonic tip helical Mach number (1.17 - 1.21). The negative portion of the 
pulses are s h a m  to be well predicted. Also, the width of the pulse is  well predicted in 
each case. The positive spike near the end of the pulse is not well predicted. For both 
runs 42 and 27 the amplitude of the spike is overpredicted. This overprediction would 
lead to an overprediction in high frequency noise. Although the positive spike at the end 
of the pulse in run 304 is somewhat overpredicted, this overprediction is not as bad as 
l k t  ir, runs 42 and 27. Further improvements in methodology ars needed to correct this 
overprediction. 
Figure 3-64 shows a comparison of SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 at subsonic tip helical 
Mach number simulating that encountered during takeoff and landing. Very little differ- 
ence in predicted and measured pulse characteristics is seen and it is clear that the 
noise spectrum derived from such a pulse waveform would be dominated by low frequency 
harmonics of blade passage frequency. Also, it can be seen that the amplitude of the pre- 
dicted pulses is less than that of the measured pulses. Since these cases are dominated 
by loading noise components, it appears that an increase in predicted blade loading is  
required to improve the correlation between test and prediction. 
In summary, the agreement between predicted and measured acoustic pressure 
pulses has been found, in general, to be good. The prediction procedure appears capable 
of reproducing all of the features of the measured pulses including the sharp rise times 
characteristic of shocks. Overprediction of the magnitude of the positive peaks has been 
seen in these comparisons. This is expected to have a negligible effect on prediction 
accuracy of the more important lower harmonics. 
Shadowgraph Evaluation 
in this section the analysis of selected shadowgraph pictures obtained during the test 
program is presented. This includes comparisons of wave patterns seen in the pictures 
with those predicted by use of the Time-&main prop-fan noise prediction methodology. 
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The shadowgraph pictures of the SR-2 and SR-3 models which were analyzed a r e  
presented in Appendis B. The effect of operating condition on the location of shock wave 
formations rclativc to the blade \vas determined for the two models, 
il is known from thc examination of the planform and edgewise shadowgraph views of 
the SR-3, the SR-2 planform views iscc Appendis B) and Hilton's photographs (Reference 
3-12) that the \vave formations associated with the blade are sets  of complex three- 
dimensional surfaces. These surfaces rotate in a pattern which is fixed reiativc to the 
rotor. Thus. for analysis purposes it i s  best to choose a coordirate system which is 
fixed to the blade to dcscribe thc pattern. The blade helicoidal coordinates a r e  the 
natural choice. These coordinates are defined relative to the helicoidal surface which 
is described by the blade pitch change &xis as the blade both rotates and translates 
forwzrd. An esample of this surface for one blade is shown in Figure 3-65. In this 
analysis, the lines of intersection between the helicoidal surface and the wave surfaces 
are of primary interest. These are the positions of the waves directly fonvard o r  aft of 
thc bladc in the blade's path. For analysis of test data, the helicoid can be approxi- 
mated near the blade by the e.\;tcndcd chord line. While this is not esact, it is sufficiently 
accurate for purposes of locating wave formations near the blade (within a chord). 
The methods of locating the ware formations of the SR-2 model and the SR-3 model 
a r e  similar in principle. The assumption critical to both methods i s  that wave formations 
a re  rcry nearly symmetrical about the chord line. This assumption allows the gap 
bchvcen the blade and the three-dimensional 1vaw surface to be determined from the 
two-dimensional projection of the shadowgraph. The gap along thc eltended chord line 
is properly determined only when the line of sight is perpendicular to the chord line as 
shown in F i g n e  3-66. RIasiniuni refraction of light from the point source will occur in 
thc region of greatest second order density gradient- In the prop-fan tests this region 
is the pcxtion of the \va?ve formation which i s  tangent to the line of sight. In the example 
of Figure 34iG the line of sight perpendicular to the chord line is tangent to the trailing 
wave, also at thc chord line, so that the desired gap is projected to the shadoivgraph 
screen. 
necessary to how the position mi the blade for which the chord is perpendicular to the 
linc of sight. 
-4ny other line o f  sight gives a false indication of thc gap size. Thus it i s  
The prop-fan blades have tn,ist and the s h a d m g r q h  light source is fixed in space. 
Thcrcforc, thc bladc rndinl station for \vhich thc chord is  normal to the line of sight i s  a 
function o f  rc,tor ;iziiiiuth. Rlcasurtwicnts \vcre made of  thc distance bctween the point 
light sourcc and bot!i t h t  1c.ading and trailing cdgcs o f  the blade at t h e  rcfcrcncc radius 
for thc SR-2 and SR-3 Imdcls in all tcstcd mimuth positions. Using thcsc values mid thc 
known bladc chord, thc :ingle hetiwen thc l i tx  of sight and the chord linc al mid-chord can 
be calculated for cnch azimuth position. Then using the known blade twist distribution, 
thc radial station :it which the chord is normal to the linc o f  sight can bc found. V i g u w  
3-67 shows thc blade t\vist distributions for the SR-2 and SR-3 niodcls rclativc to the 
bladc anglc :it the rcfcrenw station. The distribution is  plottcrt such that the nnglc givLw 
at each radial station is added to the calculated angle between the line of sight and the 
chord line at the reieremx station. For example, if the angle to the line of sight is 95" 
at the SR-2 reference station, -5' must be added for xmrmality. Thus the chord is 
normal at the 19.4 cm (7.65 in. ) radial station. 
Once the radial station for which the chord is normal to the line of sight at each 
azimuth position is known, its location in the shadcwgraph must be found. Using the 
known source location, the source to screen distance and rotor geometry, the distance 
between the blade tip and the radial station of inteiest as projected on the screen can bL 
calculated. Finally, using reference photographs, the relation between distances on the 
shadowgraph screen and those measured on the a c k a l  photographic enlargement is 
determined. 
Wave formations associated with the SR-2 blade were measured for two test condi- 
tions. Measured wave locations and those predicted by the prop-fan noise prediction 
methodology a r e  shown in Figures 3-68 and 3-69. The model was in a two-blade con- 
figuration, tunnel Mach number was 0.323 and the blade angle at the reference station 
was 23.2 degrees for  both tests, The results of measurements for testing at 1.181 tip 
helical Mach number and blade loading of 31.4 kW (42.1 SHP) per  blade dre shown in 
Figure 3-65. The blade is shown in developed planform, that is, the planform if the 
blade were flattened by removing twist. The trailing wave is well defined in the shadow- 
graphs. It has an apparent attachment to the blade at  the 56.2  cm (10.3 in. ) radial 
station (545 radius). At this station a 1.01 section Mach number is calculated. The 
attachment point is  well predicted. 
The wave locations outboard of the blade tip a r e  calculated by the same method as these 
inboard except that the blade pitch change axis and twist a r e  extrapolated from inboard 
values. Since the waves do not surround a physical bladc, a s  they do inboard of the tip, 
the assumption of symmetry about the estended chord line is not as well supported. 
Within a chord length o f  the tip, however, the assumption is considered reasonable. 
Outboard of the tip, wave formations further upstream near the pitch change axis 
arc visible, in addition to the trailing wave. These formations a r e  believed to be evidence 
of recompressiox due to interactions with the blade turbulent boundary layer rather than 
boiv waves. This can bc deduced since the structure of thc forniations varies considerably 
in shadowgraphs for neighboring azimuth positions, while the shape of the trailing wave 
docs not. Also, a faintly visible bow wave formation is seen in some of the shadowgraph 
vicws abo1;t a chord upstream of the leading edge. The prediction for the bow wave is in 
the ccighborhood of the fluctuating recompressions rather than the observed upstream 
position. Furthcr study of the aerodynamics of the prop-fan blade is necessary to clarify 
the nature of the bow ~vavc acd the downstream rccompressions. 
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The results of shadowgraph measurements fo r  the SR-2 model, operating a t  1.138 tip 
helical Mach number with a loading of 23.2 kW (31.2 SHP) p e r  blade, are shown in Figure 
3-69, Note that the trailing vave attaches to the blade further outboard than it does for 
the higher tip speed case shown above. The section Mach number i s  about 1.02 a t  the 
attachment point, The attachment point is well pretiicted. Note also that there are fewer 
upstream wa\.e formations. The bow wave i s  predicted to be in the area of recompression 
a l thugh  a faint bow wave was o b s e n e d  further upstream in some shadowgraph views. 
Wave formations associated with the SR-3 model blade were measured for  the two 
test conditions shown in Figures 3-70 and 3-71. The measurements are shown with 
respect to the developed planform projected onto the helicoid as defined by the noise pre- 
diction computer program. The model was in a four-blade configuration, with 25.2  
degrees reference blade angle and 0.320 tunnel Mach number for both tests. 
The results of measuremznts for 1.185 tip helical Mach number testing at a loading 
of 26.7 kW (3G SHP) per  blade are shown in Figure 3-70. The trailing wave is well 
defined in the shadowgraphs and is well predicted. It attaches to the blade at about the 
90% radius. The section Mach number is about 1.08  at this point. Note that this is 
further outboard (due to blade sweep) than in the SR-2 case operating at a s imilar  tip 
helical Mach number. A bow trave i s  not predicted for this case although it is faintly 
visible in sonic views. Results for  the SR-3 operating at  1.071 tip helical Mach number 
at a loading of 15.1 k\V (20 SHP) pe r  blade are shown in Figure 3-71. The trailing wave 
attaches at  about the 957 radius where the section Mach number is 1.04 and is well pre- 
dicted. A bow wave is predicted for this case but not observed in the shadowgraphs. 
Note that outboard of the 90% radius, the leading edge of SR-3 is swept behind the pre 
dicted bow wave. The leading edge of the unswept SR-2 model (Figures 3-68 and 3 - 0 )  
is not. At the trailing edge, however, the wave and edge line up to concentrate the re- 
compression and thus yroduce the strong positive peaks seen in the acoustic pressure 
pulse waveforms in Figures 3-35 and 3-63. 
In sumniary, it 113s been shown that the trailing wave shapes and attachmerit points to 
the blades established by the shadowgraph technique are well predicted by the prop-fan 
noise methodology. The shadowgraphs do not clearly show ti.c location of the bow waves 
for either the unsnvpt o r  swept blades although the location of a bow wave is predicted by 
the methodology. Furthcr work is required to cstablish the reason for the lack of a ire11 
defined bow wave in the shadowgraphs. 
Evidence of Non- Linear Flow Effects 
In this section the espcrimental and theoretical evidence described ahovc is used to 
study the cx?ent to which linear acoustic theory represents the noise generation process. 
In the ear l ie r  section whcrc eqxr imcnta l  and theoretical pulse shapes were compared, 
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it was shown that the qualitative features of the pulses were well predicted: the shapes 
were generally correct as were the trends with directivity, Mach number, and loading. 
In a quantitative sense, however, there were some consistent discrepancies: the ampli- 
tude of the negative par t  of the pressure puise and the pulse duration were both under- 
predicted. Agreement was generally better for  swept blades than for straight blades. 
The amplitude discrepancy i s  believed to be caused primarily by transonic non-linearity 
effects. These can be accounted for approximately with the quadrugole source term in 
the Acoustic -4nalogy as described by Hanson and Fink (Reference 3-11). 
The pulse duration discrepancy, in principal, should also be calculable with the 
quadrupole term. In fact, Ffowcs Williams (Reference 3-13) showed for  the supersonic 
wedge problem that a primary role for  the quadrupoles is to relocate wavefronts. Ffowcs 
Williams' analysis was  possible because the exact flow field for  the wedge i s  known from 
aerodynamic theory. Since the answer must be known in advance for  this kind of analysis, 
it is not useful in noise prediction methods. However, the experimental evidence for 
prop-fans reported above gives new insight on the pulse duration discrepancy and will now 
be discussed. 
Theoretical Comparisons- Fignes 3-58 through 3-64 show the extent to which pulse 
duration i s  underpredicted by the linear theory. The predictions for straight blades at  
high loading a r e  least accurate, with durations being underpredicted by as much as 50%. 
This kind of discrepancy was noted by Hawkings and Lowson (Reference 3-4) who claimed 
this was the result of non-linear propagation from source to far field observer. However, 
the very near field waveform data (to be discussed below) shows that the discrepancy 
appears as close as 1.9 c m  (3/4 inch) from the blade tip. 
The shadowgraph results in Figures 3-68 to 3-71 show that the linear theory pre- 
dicts the trailing wave attachment point reasonably accurately. The e r r o r  then must be 
in the bow wave location. This i s  reasonable since it is well known that bow shocks are 
detached from blunt bodies at low supersonic speeds a s  shown in Figure 3-72. Unfortun- 
ately, the bow waves could not be located accurately in the prop-fan shadowgraphs although 
Hilton's shadowgraphs for 3 different propeller (Reference 3-12) clearly show the bow 
shock detached about 1/2 chord from the leading edge as shown in Figure 3-73, The 
presence of the bow w3ve is evident, however, in the oscilloscope pulse photographs taken 
of the SR-2 acoustic waveform during very near field testing (see Figure 3-11). The 
arrival time of these pulses W ~ S  mcasured from the photographs and was plotted versus 
microphone distancc in Figure 3-74 along with predictions from the linear theory, Since 
the absolute location of the blade a t  the firing of the sync signal (pipper) was known only 
within 
to  match trailing waves with the shadowgraph *esults shown in Figures 3-68. The 5' 
uncertainty does not cause significant e r r o r  in the shadowgraph interpretation discussed 
in the preceding section. 
5' of shaft rotation, the exc r imen ta l  pattern was shifted in the time direction 
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Figure 3-74 thus demonstrates important differences between test results and linear 
theory. First, che bow wave does appear to be detached, causing the test  pulse to be 
longer than predictions at the blade tip. Second, the pulse discrepancy increases with 
distances out to about 12.7  cm (5 in. ) from the tip where the propagation rate appears to 
match linear predictions, Note the theoretical propagation rate, as given by the slopes 
of the curves in Figure 3-74, is greater than the ambient sound speed because of geo- 
metric near field effects. 
Conclusions on Pulse Duration Discrepancy - The underprediction of the pulse 
widths for the straight blades is explainable as a combination of bow shock detachment 
and non-linear propagation within 2 chords of the blade tip. The conclusion of Hawkings 
and Lawson (Reference 3-4) that the discrepancy develops in propagation to a far field 
observer does not seem to apply to this prop-fan data. 
As seen in the measured acoustic pressure pulse waves (see Figure 3-37), the SR-3 
blades do not exhibit a prominent bow shock. This is because they are swept behind the 
Mach waves (i. e., predicted bow waves). The linear theory is thus more successful for 
swept blades than for unswept blades and, with minor amplitude adjustments from quad- 
rupole estimates, should be accurate enough for design of swept blades. 
Full Scale Noise Projections 
The near field 8P harmonic noise level at cruise and the far field Effective Perceived 
Noise Level during takeoff have been estimated based on the results of the test program 
and the prop-fan noise prediction methodology. 
The near field 8P harmonic noise at the cruise condition of 302 kW/m2 (37.5 SHP/D2) 
at 10,667 m (35,000 ft) altitude and a tip clearance of 0.8 D was predicted using the prop- 
fan Frequency Domain Noise Prediction Method. The theoretical prediction was adjusted 
upward by 2 dB based on studies of the correlation between measurements in the Acoustic 
Research Tunnel and theoretical predictions. This prediction is shown in Figure 3-75. 
The free field peak level of 146 dl3 is seen to occur aft of the plane of rotation with level 
falling off rapidly fore and aft of this location. The monopole (thickness) noise is seen to 
be the dominant source at the peak directivity point. The dipole (loading) noise contributes 
fore and aft of the plane of rotation with the quadrupole noise lower in level. 
Sidp'ine takeoff noise at a loading of 564 kW/m2 (70 S H P / @ ) ,  244 m/s (800 ft/sec) 
tip speed, 25'C (77°F) and 7@% relative humidity was estimated at 640 m (2100 ft)  based 
on test data, The far field Effective Perceived Noise Level was derived from 1/3 octave 
band Acoustic Research Tunnel measurements of a two blade version of the SR-3. 
Keasurements of tone noise components of prop-fan noise used for the predictions were 
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obtained at a tunnel through flow hInch number of 0 . 2  so no forward speed adjustments 
were required to make the full s c d c  estimates at  a 0 . 2  Mach number takeoff speed. 
Tcst data \VIS intcrpolatcci to match the 564 kW,/m2 (70 SHP/@) and 344 m/s (800 ft/’scc) 
t ip speed rec,,*li.rements. Directivity data for  the Effective Perceived Noise calculation 
was derived from the directivity data from the test  with far forward and aft directivity 
based on past propeller prediction cspcriencc. Broadband noise used in the prediction 
is based on past experience with conventional propellers. A 3 . 8 4  m (13. !j f:) diameter 
\vas assumed to be the  fu l l  scale size of the prop-fan for  the estimate. A correction of 
+I. 5 dB was used to correct for sideline prediction of a four engine aircraft. Figure 
3-76 shows the resulting full scale estimate of the 1/3 octave band noise a t  the maximum 
sideline locntion. The Effective Perceived noise level based on this snalysis is 91 .5  
E DNdI3. 
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Table 3-II. HP Harmonic Vs. Ch.erq.11 Level (dB Re: 20pPa) 
TwG-Blade hlodcls 
Sh- 1 SR-2 
1.073 MTH 1.1SO MTH 
46.6 kW/Blade 46. G k W,/Blade 
Harmonic (68.5 SHP/B) (62.5 SHP,/E) 
S P  
l 6 P  
-4P  
32 P 
40P 
4SP 
56P  
64 P 
72P 
SOP 
137.1 
134. S 
127.4 
121.5 
116.9 
116.3 
118.3 
130.3 
131.2 
120.3 
143. G 
134.7 
133.9 
117.7 
126. G 
11s. 3 
120.3 
11s. 9 
107.4 
115.3 
s u m  139.7 14-1. ti 
Sum SP -+ 1GP 139.1 144.1 
SR-3 
1.225 MTH 
39.4 kW/Blade 
(52. s SHP/B) 
133.0 
131.5 
125.9 
126.3 
121.2 
11s. 3 
117.3 
114.9 
I l l .  9 
112.1 
136. 6 
135.3 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions have been reached as a result of the program summarized 
in this report: 
1. The blade sweep of SR-3 i s  quite beneficial for reducing noise in both the near 
field and f a r  field. However, the blade sweep of the SR-1 design is not sufficie4 
to reduce noise at supersonic tip speeds and it is of minor benefit at subsonic tip 
speeds. 
2. The blade sweep noise reduction benefits appear greatest at the high loading con- 
ditions typical of prop-fan operation. Smaller benefits occur at the lighter 
loading& more typical of conventional propellers. It appears that greater sweep 
would provide even greater noise reduction. 
3. The current prop-fan noise prediction methodology is significantly better than 
the earlier methodology which did not include the quadrupole noise source. Peak 
sideline noise predictions in the near field are underpredicted by about 2 dB. 
Aft of the plane of rotation larger underpredictions occur at the higher loading 
conditions. This is believed due to a discrepancy in spanwise loading distribution 
used as an input to the noise calculation. 
4. Measured and predicted acoustic pressure pulses show good general agreement 
over the complete range of the test  progrsm indicating that the methodology in- 
cludes all of the basic sources necessary for accurate predictions. However, 
the length of the pressure pulse is underpredicted indicating that nonlinear flow 
effects may be required in further refinements to the calculation procedure. 
This lack of agreement in pressure duration can cause a lack of agreement 
between measurement and prediction at higher frequencies in the prop-fan noise 
spectrum. 
5. Shadowgraphs showed the presence of trailing waves in the SR-2 and SR-3 and 
evidence of recompressions due to interactions with the blade turbulent boundary 
layer near the leading edge of the SR-2 blade. However, the bow waves predicted 
by the noise methodology and seen in the measured acoustic pressure pulses were 
not found in the shadowgraphs. The location of the trailing edge of the SR-3 
ahead of the predicted and measured trailing wave indicates that the trailing edge 
of the SR-3 did not have sufficient sweep to minimize the effects of the trailing 
wave. The leading edge of the SR-3 does appear to be swept behind the bow wave 
a s  intended in this design. 
4-1 
6. Hot wire anemometry measurements of the blade wakes demonstrated their 
feasibility for defining the wake defects of model prop-fan blades operating at 
supersonic tip speeds. The shape of these wake defects i s  an indication of air- 
foil performance at  various spanwise locations on the blades. 
7. The peak sideline blade passage frequency noise of the SR-3 at cruise conditions 
of 244 m/s (800 ft/sec) tip speed, 302 kW/mZ (37.5 SHP/DZ), 10 667 m (35 000 
ft) altitude and 0.8 D tip clearance was estimated to be 146 dB on the basis of the 
prop-fan noise prediction methodology as adjusted by findings in the correlation 
of measurements and predictions of this report. The major reason for the high 
level of noise predicted is the lack of sufficient blade sweep in the SR-3 design. 
8. F a r  field noise was estimated at 640 m (2100 ft) to the side of a 102 060 kg 
(225 000 lb) four engine aircraft with 3.84 m (12.6 ft) diameter 8 blade prop- 
fans at takeoff conditions of 244 M / s  (800 ft/sec) tip speed, 564 kW/II12 (70 SHP/D2) 
loading, 25°C (77 F), 707, relative humidity and 0.2  Mach number forward 
speed. This estimate was based on scaling blade passage frequency harmonic 
levels from the model test data and adding the broadband noise predicted for full 
scale propellers. A level of 91.5 EPNdB was estimated for this condition. 
This is consistent with ear l ier  predictions which showed the level of prop-fan 
transports to be lower than current noise certification requirements. 
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APPENDIX A 
PREDICTED AND MEASURED 8 P  DIRECTMTIES 
AND ACOUSTIC PRESSURE PULSES 
This appendix presents the measured and predicted 8 P  directivities and acoustic 
pressure pulses for 22 selected test conditions. Table AI lists the . onditions selected 
including the figure number in the appendix, number of blades on the rotor, power 
absorbed per blade, RPM, tunnel through flow Mach number, and tip helical Mach 
number. For each condition selected, two figures are presented. The first shows the 
near field 8 P  harmonic directivity measured at 0 . 8  D sideline tip clearance, compared 
with predicted total 8P harmonic noise as well as the monopole, dipole and quadrupole 
that are summed to obtain total noise. The second figure for each condition shows the 
acoustic pressure pulse predicted and measured at the 8 P  harmonic measured peak side- 
line location. Several test conditions include comparisons of predicted and measured 
pulses at other 0.8 D sideline near field locations. The predicted pulses include the 
monopole and dipole contributions and have been generated with the frequency response 
of the measurement system included in the calculation. The measured and predicted 
pulses a re  overlayed with an arbi tnry reference point, generally a zero pressure 
crossing. This was necessary since the Azimuthal position of the test  modei rotor 
was known with an uncertainty of i5 degrees. This uncertainty was not present in 
calculations. 
A - l  
Table A-I, Operating Conditions For Test Points 
Used in Directivity Corrections 
Tip 
Tunnel Helical 
Figure Number of Power Loading Mach Mach 
Number Run Blades kW/Blade SHP/Blade RPM Number Number 
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A- 1 
A-2 
A-3 
-
SR-2 
A-4 
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A- 7 
A- 8 
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A- 10 
A-11 
-
SR-3 -
A-12 
A- 13 
A-14 
A-15 
A- 16 
A-17 
A-18 
A- 19 
A-20 
A-2 1 
A-22 
18' 
27' 
33' 
75' 
79' 
83 ' 
115 
117 
126 
127 
146 
8 
11 
23 
26 
27 
42 
44 
304 
306 
328 
329 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
18.7 
13.1 
18.7 
19.0 
18.7 
12.9 
18-5 
30.1 
30.3 
46.6 
20.2 
16.8 
19.3 
26.4 
18.5 
26-2 
16.7 
9.9 
36.4 
15.1 
13.2 
22.8 
25 
17.5 
25 
25.5 
25 
17.4 
24.8 
40.3 
40.7 
62.5 
27.1 
22.6 
25.9 
35.4 
24.8 
35.2 
22.4 
13.2 
48.8 
20.2 
17.7 
30.5 
10 050 
6 410 
8 532 
10 002 
8 460 
6 420 
11 300 
12 000 
11 250 
12 000 
12 000 
8 550 
9 300 
11 000 
10 550 
11 250 
11 300 
11 200 
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10 200 
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7 500 
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0.199 
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APPENDIS B 
StUDO\VCiRAPHS USED FOR BOW AND TRAILING WAVE ANALYSIS 
In this nppendiu samples of the shadowgrnphs used in the m l v s i s  of the locations of 
bow and trailing waves arc prcscnted. For t’nse in interpreting thc- shadowgraphs. 
Figurc B-1 i s  prt-stwtt-ci which shows tht. location of the camera rvlntivt- t o  the  blades 
while thc pl:mforni skidowgraphs of Figurt-s D-2 tllrough H-9 wen-  ttlken for FR-2 .and 
SR-3. n v o  oper:iting conditions for csch m d c l  w c r c  photc~raphed in planforni view as 
shown in Fibwrt-s B-2 through B-9. h e  to the ttx4 set-up geometry, shn&wgraphs o f  the 
SR-2 blade in thnw mimuth positions were r tqu i r td  to define the locations o f  the wnve 
formations for t-ach opernting condition. s4xqdowRmphs of only one aziniuth position wertk 
netwiccf for thc SR-3 cast’s. Figure B-10 shows an edge view of the SR-3 to demonstrate 
the three-dimemiond cbrscter of the bow and trailing waves. The blur to the right of 
shadow i s  the unhcuscd iniagc of the blade itself. Figure B-11 is a sketch of the Figure 
€3-10 edge vicw providt-d t o  sssist the reader. Figure Lz-12 is an s r t i s t s  c‘onc’cpt of the 
thnv-dimensirmsl surfact. described by thc blade t r a i l i w  w i v e .  Thc line of maximum 
second order dtbnsity grndicnt pointed cut in Figure B-I2 i s  tlw lint. scen at the blade 
!mil ing tdgc in FihwrtBs 13-2 t h o u g h  13-9. In acidition t o  the w s w  formations. blade t ip  
vortict*s art’ visiblt- in tht. skqdo\\)=rsphs. 
Figire  €3-13 i s  s scries of  shqdtwgrnphs for the SR-3 blacic cyt%rsting at high tip 
speed, with the hlsdc in differc-nt azimuth positions. In this figurt., movement of the lint. 
indicatiw tlw locstion of the  t railing \vavc illust rattBs thc thrtv-dimensional chqrnc-tcr of  
the \v:ivc. .A sinii lar stbrics o f  SH-3 nwdcl skidouxraphs in cdp- v i w  i s  shown in 
Fikwrt. l3-14. 
shsdosvgr~phs in the scrics.  In the first tjf tht- scrics a t ip vortcs :mi viscous trailing 
wskc arc visiblz nc:ir tht- iip (4 tht. hhdc nt the right of thc shmimvgrayh. 
A faint lint- which may kw tiw bcw w w e  is s w n  in thc second nnd third 
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